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Part-time faculty, system clash on contract
Adjunct union prepares to enter mediation with administration, citing high work demand for fraction of full-time pay
By Jamison Cocklin
State Editor

Labeled an “invisible unit” by
one member, the University of
Maine System’s part-time faculty
union has recently seen its nearly
seven-month-long contract negotiation process with the system
office falter and stall, meaning
the two parties will enter mediation.
Full-time and part-time faculty at system campuses have been

working without a contract since
June 30, 2011, so they are working under the terms of their previous deal. Neither full-time nor
part-time faculty have received
a cost-of-living increase since
2008.
Such a reality, certain members of the Maine Part-Time Faculty Association (PATFA) say,
has proved extremely frustrating.
“Our main frustration is that
the [University of Maine System]
won’t recognize the fundamental

inequality of faculty being paid
vastly different amounts to teach
the same courses,” said Michael
Burke, who serves as president
of PATFA, in addition to his role
as an English lecturer, a term reserved for part-time faculty, at
the University of Maine at Farmington.
According to Terry Crouch,
a University of Maine English
lecturer and the Orono PATFA
representative, the part-time faculty union has tried fruitlessly to

negotiate an agreeable pay raise,
at the same time as lobbying for a
better benefits package and greater job security.
“Our goal is to achieve any
kind of raise we can get,” Crouch
said. “The biggest problem is the
fact that we’re extremely underpaid for the work we do.
“Essentially, we negotiate every contract, but we’re an invisible unit,” he added. “The campus newspaper seldom reports on
us.”

The prevalence of adjunct
faculty is not confined to
Maine. In recent years it has
become increasingly difficult
for faculty nationwide to attain
full-time, tenure-track positions, as universities and colleges across the country have
looked to cut costs through reducing or restricting their labor
forces.
In fact, a large percentage of
undergraduate courses at public colleges and universities in

the United States are taught by
part-time faculty.
Underpaid, overworked?
According to the American
Federation of Teachers, a national teachers’ union affiliated
with the AFL-CIO, adjuncts currently account for 47 percent of
all faculty in the United States.
The percentage is even higher
See PATFA on A4

The best teats in town System budget chief

vies for higher office

Early risers fulfill bovine requirement
for graduation by milking, mucking
By Brittany Toth
Local Editor

It’s pitch black early on a Friday morning and two University
of Maine seniors are waking up
to start their day.
Arianna Goulatis and Rachel
Keating, both animal and veterinary science students, are awake
before 4 a.m. They’ll get dressed
and defrost their cars to get to the
J.F. Witter Farm in time to milk
the cows, some of the university’s
only year-round residents.
“My alarm goes off at 3:25
a.m.,” a time when many university students are coming in from
a night out, Goulatis said. “It
gives me just enough time to get
dressed, pack my backpack and
be at the barn.”
At the barn
Witter Farm, a second classroom to many AVS students, is
located on University Farm Road
in Old Town. It takes both Goulatis and Keating about 10 minutes
to get there.
“When we first arrive at the
barn we have to call campus security to notify them that we are
here for 4 a.m. milking,” Goulatis
said, struggling to be heard over
the sound of the drill behind her
as Keating works on their senior

See Cows on A4
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meet Wyke

Brittany Toth • Local Editor

The milking unit attaches to the four teats of a cow at J.F. Witter
Farm. Milking starts at 4 a.m. and ends at 4 p.m. every day.

Chancellor Search

Seeking chancellor spot, Page visits UM
By Chris Chase
Staff Reporter

James Page, one of three
candidates for the position of
chancellor of the University
of Maine System, held a Qand-A session at the University of Maine on Wednesday,
criticizing the size of the office he may run.
After prompting from the
audience, he outlined how
the current administration and
systems office needs to be
drastically refined. Page felt
the staffing of the office was
too large and therefore inefficient.
“I’m not going to stand here
and just pick on the system office,” he said, “but somebody
earlier described it as ‘an eighth
campus with no students.’ It’s
160 people — hard-working,
energetic people — who generate zero credit hours.”
The session at Wells Conference Center, attended primarily
by UMaine staff and members
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She would like to see the offices of human resources, information technologies and finance
One of the candidates for chan- consolidated but does not think
cellor — the one now in charge of managing them at the system levthe University of Maine System’s el is necessary.
She spoke of a recent decision
finances — would push to increase system-wide efficiency if to consolidate accounts payable
services, such as orchestrating
selected for leadership.
Rebecca Wyke, a two-time former students’ loan payments,
graduate of the University of at UMaine for all seven campuses, using a strucMaine and current vice
ture that was already
chancellor for finance and
in place and expanding
administration for the Uniits scope. Offices alversity of Maine System,
ready in place at other
is one of three finalists for
campuses could be
the chancellor position.
expanded in the same
Wyke worked in state
way in order to rein in
government until 2008,
the approach to providwhen she came to the sysing services.
tem. She served as com“It doesn’t need to
missioner of the DepartWyke
be at the system,”
ment of Administrative
she said. “It needs
and Financial Services
to be where there is
from 2003 to 2008 and
a concentration of
was the chief financial
expertise.”
advisor to former Gov.
Rebecca Wyke’s
She sees affordJohn Baldacci, over- open campus forum
ability
of education
seeing development
will be held at 10
as one of the largest
of the state budget.
a.m. at the Wells
She was chief deputy Conference Center issues facing the
system. Wyke also
secretary of state from
on Friday.
serves as treasurer
1995 to 2002 and also
Today, chancellor
for the system and
held financial duties
candidate
balances those duthere.
Meredith Hay will
ties with her past
She believes her
hold a forum at
experience in state
years of experience
10 a.m. at the
finances to dewith budgets and the
fiscal health of broad Wells Conference scribe the hurdles
Center.
to education that
organizations
have
students face.
prepared her for man“We really have not been able
aging the system of seven universities. She is pursuing a doctorate to lift up people’s individual inin higher education management comes” as a state, she said. “We
from the University of Pennsyl- need an educated workforce if we
vania, which she said is “directly just want to preserve the jobs we
on point” for getting a handle on have today, let alone grow them.”
She spoke about “dramatic
problems the system is facing.
In a Tuesday interview, the increases in tuition” seen when
thread of the need for efficiency she first joined Baldacci’s office
in the system was woven through and corresponding decreases in
income throughout the state. She
many of her answers.
“We essentially operate seven remembered a desire to see the
universities separately, and there system streamline some services
are things that absolutely should during that time but was disapbe managed at that level,” Wyke pointed.
“I think there was a hope that
said. “We’d like to have everything everywhere,” she added, the economy would recover in a
mentioning the proliferation of way … to subsidize tuition,” she
majors and programs at the seven said. “There has been a shift from
state support to students and familocations.
That wide-reaching ambition lies.”
One way to combat declinof the system has led to duplication of services and programs, ing enrollment is to focus on the
some of which Wyke suggests changing demographic of the
consolidating in order to save state, she said. The traditional age
money. However, she advocates for college students is 18 to 24, a
the continued presence of all sev- group that is shrinking in size as
the adult population of the state is
en universities.
“I honestly think we would expanding. Wyke said more oplose students” through consoli- tions for online study and more
dation, she said. “Not everybody programs tailored to job opporis ready for the experience of the tunities in Maine are needed to
University of Maine and not ev- reach adult students.
“For the adults, if we don’t
erybody is ready for the experience of the University of Maine at
Machias.”
See Wyke on A4

By Beth Kevit

project, a model of a horse skeleton made out of PVC pipe. Any
free time they have during the
day is spent in Rogers Hall trying
to piece the horse together.
After they notify campus security, Goulatis and Keating have
30 minutes of prep work to complete before they can start milking the cows. First, they have to
set up the milk house in preparation for to milk.
“The milk goes to Bangor for
people to consume, so it’s very
important that we make sure everything is sanitized and set up
correctly,” Goulatis said.
The check starts off with a
prewash to make sure that there
is no residue left in the pipeline
from the previous milking.
“We have to make sure all the
units get cleaned during the sanitation prewash,” Keating said.
“Once the prewash is done, we
have to set up the milk house for
milking.”
During the prewash, all pipes
in the milk house are connected
together to ensure that all the
pipes are cleaned. Once the milking starts, all the valves have to
be opened, and the swing pipe
has to be connected back to the
bulk tank so the milk can be collected.

change a great deal of
the current processes
and methods utilized
at the university.
Read
“We can’t continue
Monday’s
just to organize ourselves the same way
edition of
and then cut our way
The Maine
to success. How many
Campus for
more ways can you
twist those resourcan in-depth
es and still be able
profile on
to deliver a quality
product?” Page said.
Page.
“Business as usual
isn’t going to cut it
Chris Chase • Staff Reporter anymore.”
James Page, one of three candidates for the University of Maine system’s chanPage’s
concerns
cellor position, addresses a crowd during a question-and-answer session in the and plans vary from
Wells Conference Center on Wednesday morning.
trying to bring in more
of the board of trustees, served Kent.
students to forming a
as an opportunity for Page to
Page, an adjunct professor more cohesive relationship beoutline what his plans would of philosophy at UMaine and tween the different campuses.
be for the system.
the CEO of Old Town-based
“The University of Maine
His visit to UMaine was James W. Sewall Co., went and the University of Maine
the third-to-last stop on a tour through a similar campaign System is a unique and critical
of system campuses spanning trail last year as an unsuccess- piece of infrastructure for the
three days, starting at the Uni- ful candidate for president of state,” he said. “What other enversity of Southern Maine’s UMaine.
tities have the breadth of reach
Portland campus and ending at
Page said if he reaches the
the University of Maine at Fort position of chancellor, he will
See Page on A2
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A4 Architects rendering of the building proposed to fill the Katahdin Lot

UCU to build in downtown lot, expand services
By Claire Carter
Copy Editor

The University Credit Union and
the town of Orono have settled on
plans for developing the Katahdin lot,
which has been vacant — save a squat
Christmas tree — since the Katahdin
Building burned down in 2009.
A 16,000-square foot commercial
building will soon fill the space next
to the intersection of Bennoch Road
and Main Street, across the street from
Verve.
“What’s planned at this point in
time is very conceptual,” said Orono
Town Manager Sophie Wilson.
The plans include a building that
will contain the credit union’s headquarters and space for other commercial opportunities, a public plaza and a
“parking facility.”
“It could be a parking lot, it could
be a structure that allows street-level
parking off Bennoch Road but then
deck underneath,” she said, “so there
would actually be two levels, taking
advantage of the topography.”

Page

from A1
and breadth of responsibilities
in the state? It is a responsibility of this organization to optimize its reach, its effectiveness
and its service to the people of
the state.”
Page pointed out that it’s
becoming increasingly clear
the university system can’t depend on the legislature to give
any additional funds.
“In a day where we’re trying to figure out how to get
heating oil for senior citizens,”
Page said, “increasing the budget for public education at this
juncture is not realistic.”
Page also addressed the
unique nature of the environment the system has to contend
with and how it affects the lack
of student influx into the university.
“We live in a contrary de-

The project is still in its early stages, according to UCU Executive Vice
President Joe Gervais, and the exact
cost and final layout of the building
are as yet unknown.
Wilson has high hopes for the new
facility, which she thinks will “anchor
downtown and really announce that
you’ve arrived in downtown Orono.”
Business owners on
Mill Street are also excited
for the commerce the facility will attract.
“The more businesses
that are here, the better,”
said Roberta Bradson of
The Store Ampersand. “It
makes Orono more of a
destination.”
Michael Ambrose, owner of DeGrasse Jewelers, has concerns the
design will favor “green space” over
parking space.
“The facility will be an asset for the
community,” Ambrose said, “but we
need more parking space for downtown than we do open space for peo-

mographic environment. We
fail to produce enough students,” Page said. “We live in
the oldest state in the country,
and so a traditional stream of
‘Let’s go out and attract from
this enormous and growing
pool of students’ is not going
to work.”
The quality and type of
education was also a key aspect of Page’s talk. His view
centered on affordable, quality education for residents of
the state.
“That has to be done in such
a reliable way that the people
of the state of Maine see the
value in investing, literally
their sons and daughters or
their family members in making that investment,” he said.
“It’s not the cheapest investment and it never will be the
cheapest alternative. You can’t
win a race to the bottom.”
Continuing on a theme
of producing more from re-

ple to sit around and drink coffee and
suck cigars.
“We have all the green space we
need in downtown Orono,” including
“a beautiful park across the river.”
Wilson said she is aware of parking
concerns and “the town is looking to
maximize parking on this site.”

have people driving in and out there.”
“The end design is still very much
in development. We’re going to assess what our needs are and what the
town’s needs are,” Gervais said.
He added that mock-ups that have
been displayed were used as a method
of brainstorming the prospective use
and layout of the building and
that the final building does
not have to adhere to those
“The end design is still very
designs.
Wilson signed a memoranmuch in development.”
dum of agreement with UCU
at the Jan. 9 town council
Joe Gervais meeting, a document GerUCU executive vice president vais described as “an overriding document describing
the intent of the building, the
scale of the building, what the
“Any time you put impervious town’s role will be in the project and
material [such as tar] down, you are what [UCU’s] role will be.”
required to have a certain amount of
UCU plans to occupy 50 percent
green space,” she said. “The public of the building to house its headquarplaza we are contemplating is not in a ters, which are currently located at the
place where parking could go because Rangeley Road branch on the Univerit’s right at the front. There’s a setback sity of Maine campus.
there that wouldn’t allow for us to
Gervais said many UCU members

sources the system already
has, Page outlined his idea
to link up different campuses
to allow classes to be shared
from one campus to another
through technology. Page felt
that when one campus has
a valuable resource in a renowned professor, all campuses should benefit to allow
students greater flexibility.
The overarching theme of
Page’s plans includes greater
connections, both within the
system and with the state as a
whole.
“Engagement with the wider world is essential,” Page
said. “We have 90,000 alumni. If we could get 5 percent
of them to understand and be
able to talk to their legislature
and their peers about the value
[of UMaine], that would be a
tsunami in Augusta.
“But that message is not
out there,” he said. “That’s
our fault.”

GSS meeting canceled due to storm
Staff report

The University of Maine Student Government General Student Senate canceled its
weekly meeting Tuesday due to inclement
weather.

Sen. Christopher Protzmann said rescheduling this week is unlikely due to senators’ varied commitments. It is expected that all business scheduled for the missed meeting will be
pushed to next week’s meeting, he said.

have assumed that services will no
longer be available at the on-campus
location, but UCU plans to keep its
drive-thru and lobby opened for customers.
The other half of the new building
may be “rented out, leased out, condoed out — they’re not sure yet what
that would look like,” Wilson said.
“[The cost] really depends on ultimately what the size of the building
will be,” he said. “At this stage we’ve
sort of said in concept we’ll build a
minimum of 16,000 square feet, [but]
it could potentially be … 20,000
square feet, depending what the needs
are. That will drive the overall cost of
the project.”
Wilson estimates costs related to
the parking facility and demolishing
existing structures at $2 million.
“We would love to be able to begin
construction next construction season,” in around “six to eight months,”
Wilson said.
“We are now moving on to working
with architects to further develop the
game plan,” Gervais said.

Brittany Toth • Local Editor

Smoke from a drying oven inside the AEWC Advanced Structures and Composites Center set off the
fire alarm at 1:51 p.m. Wednesday. Orono and Old Town fire departments, the University of Maine
Police Department and the University Volunteer Ambulance Corps responded.

Smoke sets off AEWC fire alarm
Staff report

A fire was reported in a wing of the AEWC Advanced Wood Structures and Composites Center
around 2 p.m. Wednesday, but the source of the alarm
was only smoke from aspen wood samples drying in
a large oven.
“There was no fire, just smoke essentially,” said
University of Maine spokesman Ron Lisnet.
Orono and Old Town fire departments, the University of Maine Police Department and the University
Volunteer Ambulance Corps responded. Firefighters
had a bay door on the wing closest to Jenness Hall
open to release smoke with the aid of fans.

The stretch of Flagstaff Road between Neville
Hall and the Donald P. Corbett Business Building
was blocked by UMPD cruisers.
Two male student workers were standing by the
main entrance watching the fire fighters, but they
wouldn’t give details on what happened inside. One
said they had been told not to speak about the fire but
didn’t say who had gave the order.
Firefighters were packing up by about 2:30 p.m.
UMPD also received a report of a fire at the building on Monday at 2:31 p.m. That alarm originated
from a malfunctioning sprinkler that damaged a fire
alarm panel.

Police
Beat
The best from
UMaine’s finest

By Beth Kevit
News Editor

Piping caught
The University of Maine
Police Department received a
report of the odor of marijuana
on the third floor of Androscoggin Hall at 8:49 p.m. Jan.
13. Christopher Charest, 18,
was summonsed for sale or
use of drug paraphernalia and
referred to Judicial Affairs. According to UMPD Detective
Keith Mercier, a marijuana
pipe was also confiscated.

South-side spliffs
UMPD received a report of
the odor of marijuana on the
second floor of Balentine Hall
at 11:27 p.m. Jan. 13. Zachary
Marvin, 18, was summonsed
for possession of a useable
amount of marijuana and referred to Judicial Affairs. According to Mercier, marijuana
and a marijuana pipe were confiscated.
Bro-down
A UMPD officer on foot
patrol came across underage
drinking on the third floor of
Knox Hall at 7:57 p.m. Jan.

13. Five males, ages 18 and
19, were referred to Judicial
Affairs. According to Mercier,
16 cans of Bud Light, a fifthgallon of Bacardi 151, and
two plastic bottles containing
a mixture of soda and alcohol
were confiscated.
Bumper thumper
UMPD received a report
of criminal mischief at the Pi
Kappa Alpha fraternity house
on College Avenue at 12:14
p.m. Jan. 14. A female who
attended a party there the previous night noticed damage
to the rear of her car, which
had been parked outside the
house. She told officers that a
male who fraternity brothers
asked to leave during the party became upset and punched
her car as he left. She and the
male had not been fighting.
UMPD does not have an estimate on the cost of damage
to the vehicle.
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Martin Luther King Jr. Day celebration draws children with message of peace
to Old Town YMCA for UMaine student-staffed workshops on diversity

L

K

Fourth-grader Mark Emerton sits patiently while University of Maine sophomore Hawa Mohamud draws a henna tattoo on his
arm. The henna drawing station was one of many activities that took place on Martin Luther King Jr. Day to celebrate diversity.
Mohamud, a biology student, volunteers at the Multicultural Center on the UMaine campus.

University of Maine students work with elementary students in a team building exercise. The “knot exercise” was one of many activities available to help educate and celebrate
diversity.

The UMaine Capoeira club performs for elementary school students. Capoeira is a combination of Brazilian martial arts, song and dance. Through song and dance, the club
educated its young audience and celebrated African heritage with a custom that is an important part of African-American history.

A4
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ty, who have very different responsibilities,” Bigney said. “When you compare the rate of pay, it’s
not apples to apples. Part-time faculty don’t have
the same responsibilities as full-time faculty.”
Bigney said that full-time faculty members are
paid in accordance with the additional roles they
take on at the institutions where they work, such as
advising and special projects.
She compared part-time faculty to fulfilling
a niche role within the system’s educational demands. She said they often teach certain classes
requiring specific areas of expertise and help meet
demands of changing class schedules each semester.
But Crouch countered Bigney by stating that
the University of Maine System has adopted a
“Walmart model,” wherein part-time faculty are
comparable to employees for hire. In this way,
“they can fire them or do whatever they want.”

at community colleges, where part-time faculty
members account for nearly 70 percent of the institutional workforce.
“Tenured and tenure-track faculty are now a
minority of higher-education faculty nationwide,”
Ronald Ehrenberg, a professor of industrial and
labor relations and economics at Cornell University, recently wrote on a forum at the Chronicle of
Higher Education’s website. “Salaries for [parttime] positions are much lower than those of tenured and tenure-track faculty.”
Within the University of Maine System, parttime faculty members are hired as one of three categories of lecturers: lecturers I, II, or III.
Currently, a common salary rate for a lecturer
II, assuming he or she teaches
two classes per semester, or
‘The sky is not the limit’
12 credits per year, would
“When we
be equivalent to $12,348,
Crouch’s assertion comes on
negotiate we have
according to University of
the heels of certain stipulations in
Maine System spokeswoman
PATFA’s contract, which stipulate
parameters — the
Peggy Markson.
employment on a per-semester
sky is not the limit.”
The problem, some ador per-year basis. Such language,
juncts at UMaine say, arises
he says, creates an air of insecuwhen you compare such a
Tracy Bigney rity that keeps part-time faculty
pay rate to full-time faculty
Chief human resources officer guessing how long they will be
members, who earn a yearly
University of Maine System employed.
average salary of $76,030 for
Yet Bigney said she strongly
teaching six or seven courses
objects to such a concept and noteach semester at UMaine, aced that part-time faculty members
cording to statistics provided
are awarded such contracts only
by the University of Maine System.
because the system requires flexibility in its emWhat’s more, Crouch said, adjunct faculty per- ployees.
meate the ranks of the University of Maine SysShe said part-time faculty members are hired
tem’s workforce.
under the same premise across the country, and she
In October 2010, 764 part-time temporary fac- also noted that adjuncts may also have jobs outside
ulty members were teaching throughout the system the system, which means they often cater to other
in addition to 40 part-time regular faculty mem- professional demands.
bers. At the same time, there were 1,350 full-time
Without going into specifics on PATFA’s proposfaculty members teaching system-wide, according als, Crouch said it is likely that the part-time union
to the University of Maine System’s 2010 employ- will try in mediation for a pay raise similar to what
ee headcount.
the full-time union negotiates.
However, Markson estimated that 1,267 partThe full-time union has proposed a 4 percent
time faculty members teach throughout the fall, cost-of-living increase.
spring and summer semesters.
Thus far, according to the full-time union’s chair
“Our proposals have to do with erasing the of negotiations, James McClymer, the University
pay inequity between full- and part-time faculty, of Maine System has offered only a 0.5 percent inimproving the benefit package for part-time fac- crease.
ulty, particularly for those who have worked for
Neither Crouch nor Burke knows what mediathe [University of Maine System] for many years, tion will bring for the part-time faculty members,
and improving the security that those same long- but Crouch says the part-time union’s bargaining
serving employees should rightly expect to have,” in negotiations is greatly diminished by the fact its
Burke said.
members cannot strike under Maine law.
But Tracy Bigney, chief human resources and
He said he expects it to be more of the same
organization development officer for the Univer- — one sided and in line with only the University of
sity of Maine System, which is negotiating with Maine System’s proposals. If mediation fails, then
the part-time faculty union, said even though she the parties will enter fact-finding, and if necessary,
understands PATFA’s concerns, pay rates and ben- arbitration with a third-party.
efits packages are offered according to the scope
“This is not a done deal. Many articles of the conof adjunct faculty’s roles at their respective univer- tract will be discussed,” Bigney said. “It’s not just a
sities.
pay-raise that will be discussed. When we negotiate
“They are really different jobs. There is a base we have parameters — the sky is not the limit.
determination between part-time faculty, who are
“We have to do what fits with what the universihired to teach specific courses, and full-time facul- ties have budgeted,” she said.

Brittany Toth
• Local Editor

Rachel
Keating
washes off a
cow named
Meadow
during her
noon check.

Cows

from A1
It is important to check the
temperature of the bulk tank.
“The milk is picked up every
other day, so if the [temperature]
of the tank gets above a certain
temperature the milk has to be
dumped because the bacteria
count is too high,” Keating said.
While Goulatis checks the
milk house, Keating starts by getting all the cows up.
“That’s when the dirty work
starts,” Keating said. “Once the
cows are up we have to clean the
dung out of the gutters, push up
their feed, check to see that all the
cows are chained up properly and
make sure the calves are fed.”
Time to milk
Finally, at 4:30 a.m., the milking begins.
Before a cow can be milked,
it must first be stripped. Stripping
is when five samples of milk are
taken from each teat of the cow.
The samples are collected in a
straining cup.
“When you take the strips you
are looking for irregular milk,”
Keating said. Chunky, bloody or
yellow milk is considered irregular. “If it doesn’t look like milk,
it’s not good.”
Once a strip has been taken,
the teat is considered open, exposing it to harmful bacteria.
“After you get the samples
you have to use the ‘pre-dip’ to
prevent bacteria from getting into
the open teat,” Keating said.
Pre-dip, a substance similar to
iodine, is put into a cup and the
teat is dipped inside making sure
the teat is completely covered.
She explained that they then
must wait for 30 seconds, a step
called prepping the cow. During
the prep, another cow is usually
stripped. Once the 30 seconds
have gone by, they go back to the
cow, wipe all four teats dry and
attach the milking unit.
“It’s important to understand
that none of the teats are directly
connected,” Goulatis added. “If
a cow has one infected teat, you
can still use the milk from the
other three teats.”
Milking takes the two students
about two hours. Once all the
cows have been milked, Goulatis
and Keating have to let them outside so they can clean the stalls.
“We milk 45 cows in a barn
that should only hold 35,” Goulatis said. “Cows are big animals.
Space is already limited without
the additional 10 cows.”
“Letting the cows out is one of
the hardest tasks,” Keating added
while gluing PVC pipes together.
“Trying to force an 1,800-pound
animal outside when they don’t
want to go is almost impossible.
Imagine doing that 45 times.”
Keating, who was once hit in
the face by a cow while milking,

Wyke

from A1
serve them, someone else will,”
she said. “It’s a global competition
and that would only worsen.”
She said the trend of increasing tuition and decreasing income,
though slowed in recent years, has
continued, which has sustained
that roadblock to graduation.
“I look at [tuition] as a moral
obligation,” she said. “I think it’s
our duty as a public entity to make
sure we use those dollars most efficiently.”
When asked about Gov. Paul
LePage’s stated vision for a statewide five-year high school program, through which students
can graduate with an associate’s
degree, as a model for combating
declining enrollment, Wyke described the program as a “formalization” of early college programs
already seen in Maine.
“I think that holds a lot of
opportunity,” she said. “That
achievement step of getting an
associate’s degree clearly shows
that the student is capable of doing the work. … We need more

Although the four hours of
barn chores are done, Goulatis
and Keating have only made it
through the first part of their day.
“I have classes from 8 a.m. until
noon, all back-to-back,” Goulatis
said. “After classes my day is still
just as busy.”
Goulatis explained that she
often has to go back to the barn
after her classes for noon check
involving either the cow barn or
the horse barn.
“I usually get done with noon
check between 1 and 2, depending on if I have the horse barn or
the cow barn,” she said.
She explained that the chores
at the cow barn usually take longer because there is more to do.
Horse check involves haying every horse and make sure all the
horses have water. Noon chores
at the cow barn involve all the
same things, other than the actual milking, that she has already
done that morning.
“I have my own horse at the
barn,” Goulatis added, “so even
after my noon check is complete
I still have to clean my horse’s
stall and let her out. By the time
everything’s done, it’s close to 4
o’clock.”
The horses are owned by the
university and assigned to stu-

dents who are in the horse co-op
at Witter Farm. For Goulatis and
Keating, who also has her own
horse at the barn, tending to their
horses is an everyday routine.
Goulatis said they are required
to do 32 milkings over the course
of the semester.
“On top of that I have to do my
horse stall every day and help out
with horse chores. I probably average 10 to 12 horse chores during a two-week period,” Goulatis
estimated as she looked at her
chore schedule for the upcoming
week.
When Goulatis and Keating
arrive back at their apartments
around 4 p.m., after a 12-hour day,
their work is not yet complete, as
they have not had a chance yet to
start their homework.
Both Keating and Goulatis mentioned that a lot of their
homework was a combination
of manual labor at the barn along
with actual written assignments
and projects.
“I often don’t get started with
my homework until after 4 p.m.
and by then I am exhausted. We
barely have time to eat, let alone
come home and take a shower after milking,” Goulatis said.
Keating added that on many
occasions they had to skip their
8 a.m. class so that they could
come home and shower.
“If you’ve never been around
someone who has been milking
cows and playing in manure all
day, they aren’t the person you
want to have to sit next to in
classes all day. We stink,” Keating said as Goulatis laughed and
nodded her head in agreement.
“Our homework has to be
done at a specific time and place,”
Goulatis said as she continued to
piece together the horse skeleton.
“We don’t have a lot of leeway or
freedom in our schedule.”
On days that Goulatis and Keating aren’t milking, they often
have to wake up for 7 a.m. barn
chores, which are similar to noon
check, but with the addition of
feeding the animals grain. They
may have to go to a noon check,
4 p.m. check or 7 p.m. check on
those days as well.
“On a typical day we have to
go to the barn at least once, but
normally twice. Today I was there
three times,” Keating said.
For both students, the task of
milking cows twice a week is a
graduation requirement.
“When I first came here, before they changed the major requirements, milking was required
for all AVS students to graduate,”
Keating said. “With the new requirements you choose a concentration in equine or cow. Those
in equine don’t have to take the
milking class to graduate, but
those in cow do.”
When asked what they do in
their free time, Keating and Goulatis looked at each other and
laughed. “This is it,” Keating said
as she held up some PVC piping.

associate’s degrees. We need a lot
more baccalaureate degrees.”
If a K-12 pilot program currently being tested in Fort Kent
between the local high school and
the University of Maine at Fort
Kent, is rolled out across the state,
Wyke would like to see it funded
through K-12 education rather
than at the university level, though
UMFK is currently covering some
of the pilot’s costs.
Wyke works closely with financial administrators at each
of the seven campuses. Reached
Wednesday, three spoke highly of
her capacity to lead.
“She’s worked to get us organized,” said Charles Bonin, vice
president for administration and
finance at the University of Maine
at Presque Isle. “We haven’t seen
that happen in the past couple
years.”
Dick Campbell, chief financial officer for the University of
Southern Maine, said he would
have a “positive” reaction if Wyke
were selected as chancellor.
“I have found her to be very
inclusive, very insightful, has a
great understanding of the relationship between the university

and state government,” Campbell
said. “I think she’s somebody who
is very thoughtful.”
Ellen Schneiter, vice president
for finance and administration at
the University of Maine at Augusta, also used the word “thoughtful” to describe Wyke.
“She listens to all the voices
and can sift through a lot of information and come up with a
strategy,” Schneiter said. “She
can be outspoken. I’ve seen that
firsthand, and she’s not afraid to
do that, but she’s very judicious of
when to employ that tactic.”
She worked with Wyke in Augusta during Baldacci’s administration and said the commitment
to employees and colleagues she
saw during that time is evident
now in the system.
“She stood behind you,” Schneiter said.
The board of trustees is expected to appoint the new chancellor at its March meeting. Meredith Hay, a University of Arizona
system-level adviser, and James
Page, CEO of Old Town-based
James W. Sewall Co. and adjunct
associate philosophy professor at
UMaine, are also candidates.

showed a scar on her cheek that
made the task seem all the more
dangerous.
While the cows are outside,
the jobs split into two duties.
“One has to stay outside with
them and make sure they don’t
show any signs of heat,” Goulatis
said.
A cow in heat will be butting heads with others, chin resting (placing his or her head on
the back end of another cow) or
mounting another cow.
“The other person has to clean
all the beds,” Goulatis continued.
Cleaning the beds consists of
taking all the wet shavings off the
beds, pushing them into the gutters and removing the manure before they can be re-bedded with
fresh shavings.
Once the beds have been
cleaned, the cows are let back in.
“It’s kind of a game for the
cows,” Goulatis said. “When
we let them inside they all wander around and go to the wrong
stalls. We have to remove them
from each others’ stall and place
them in their own.”
There was one bad cow in the
crowd.
“Dutchess likes to wander to
the other end of the barn where
the chain is,” Keating said. “This
chain leads outside to the parking
area. Once time she flipped under
it and got out. … It seems to be a
recurring theme.
“It’s frustrating and scary because there is nothing stopping
her from running down the road
into traffic.”
The rest of the day
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COCKER SPANIEL

COLLIE
CORGI
DACHSHUND
DALMATIAN

DEERHOUND
DINGO
GERMAN
SHEPHERD
GREAT DANE
GREYHOUND
HUSKY
LHASA APSO
MALAMUTE
MASTIFF
PEKINGESE
PINSCHER
POINTER
POMERANIAN

water;
40- Silent assent;
42- No-win situation;
43- Aztec god of
rain;
46- Asian sea;
49- Nine-digit ID;
50- Altdorf’s
canton;
51- Snack in a
shell;
52- Sighs of relief;
53- Page for page;
57- Nope;
59- Eat away;
60- Formation of
the ovum;
65- Singer Amos;
66- Batting Babe;
67- Stare angrily;
68- Work without
___;
69- Small blemish;
70- Inventor
Howe;
71- Full of streaks;
72- Driving aids;
73- Actor’s parts;

Word Search

POODLE
PUG
RETRIEVER
ROTTWEILER
SAINT BERNARD

SAMOYED
SCHNAUZER
SETTER
SHAR PEI
SHEEPDOG
SPITZ
TERRIER
WHIPPET

Find and circle all of the words
that are hidden in the grid.
The remaining letters spell a hidden message.

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

• • • • Horoscopes • • • •

BASSET
HOUND
BEAGLE
BLOODHOUND
BOXER
BULLDOG
CHIHUAHUA
CHOW CHOW

Across
1- Thighbone;
6- Accent;
10- Breakfast
brand;
14- Home ___;
15- Winglike
parts;
16- Dog-powered
snow vehicle;
17- Assert as a
fact;
18- Attention;
19- Fork feature;
20- Hesitant;
22- Understand?;
23- Editor’s mark;
24- Exhales violently;
26- Double curve;
29- Leg unit
between tarsus and
femur;
31- PIN requester;
32- Fish eggs;
33- “Java” trumpeter;
34- Pretended;
38- Board on

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

Do dogs need
sweaters?

Answer key in sports

By Ryan North

Dinosaur Comics

Crossword Puzzle
Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

Hark aVagrant

Down
1- Truth;
2- Fashion mag;
3- Complain;
4- Single things;
5- “Rocky II”
climax;
6- Inclined to
silence;
7- Norwegian
king;
8- Nostrils;
9- Shoebox letters;
10- Prestigious;
11- Ostentatious
glamour;
12- Bottled spirit;
13- “Awake and
Sing!” playwright;
21- Actress Garr;
22- Obtains;
25- Doze;
26- Formerly,
formerly;
27- Redding’s
genre;
28- Antitoxins;
30- Brown er-

mine;
35- Bear in the
air;
36- Morse element;
37- Possesses;
39- Ability of a
substance to flow;
41- Game of
checkers;
44- Writer Sarah
___ Jewett;
45- Spy org.;
47- Advil target;
48- Goldbricker;
53- Flower segment;
54- Rice-___;
55- Bridge expert
Charles;
56- Jeweler’s tool;
58- Greeting;
61- Plains native;
62- Travel on
water;
63- Dies ___;
64- Cong. meeting;
66- Queue after Q;

Madame
Mysterio
Aries - March 21 to April 20 - An airing of grievances may
improve your mental health this week. If you plan to say what
you really think, be ready to get as much as you give.
Taurus - April 21 to May 21 - Take care not to let the anticipation of ample time lead you to falling behind. You’ve really
let that waistline go far too long.
Gemini - May 22 to June 21- The twin opportunities of fame
and fortune will call strongly to you soon. Too bad they’ll be
wrong numbers.
Cancer - June 22 to July 22 - The weight of your obligations
will weigh heavy on your shoulders in the coming days, and
you’ll wish you hadn’t been as liberal with your commitments.
You’ll also wish you had pumped some more iron.
Leo - July 23 to Aug. 22 - t’s time to be more proactive in
making your own decisions. Letting someone else dictate your
actions isn’t healthy.
Virgo - Aug. 23 to Sept. 23 - You’ll be faced with a difficult
decision this week, and the answer will not be readily clear.
Ask a mentor for advice but don’t feel beholden to follow it.
The advice will probably suck, and you should find a new
mentor.
Libra - Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 -Get in touch with your roots this
week and then dye them. Gross.
Scorpio - Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 - A mixture of emotions will
threaten to overwhelm you, so make an effort to keep your
head when they begin to pile up. We don’t want to see a repeat of last finals week when you thought you became George
Washington.
Sagittarius - Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 - It’s almost a month into
the new year, and you have startingly little of merit to show
for it. You should stop focusing so much attention on your
pointless hobbies.
Capricorn - Dec 22. to Jan. 20 -Though the air is cold, you
can focus on warm thoughts to get you through the day. Try
that burning embarrasment from getting shot down at the bar
if you get stuck.
Aquarius - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 - Draw on outside influences
for inspiration in your next endeavor, the farther the better.
You look better when you’re walking away.
Pisces - Feb. 20 to March 20 - t’s time to learn from your
mistakes and grow into a more mature human being. If you
stop now, no one neds to know you bought the Justin Bieber
Christmas album.
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Adjuncts in a
funk as system
disparity reigns

N

ot all lectures are created equal — a sobering fact every
student has experienced first-hand during hours of captivity in that “pointless” general education class, pondering
other subjects matter more worthy of scholarly attentiveness.
But such a statement offers far more facets than can be found
in the margins of student notebooks or the blackened bubbles
on course evaluation forms. Course discrepancy also happens to
leave a stain on a majority of paychecks nationally, even in the
University of Maine System.
Part-time or adjunct faculty members account for 47 percent
of all higher education faculty in the United States, according to
the American Federation of Teachers, a national teachers union
affiliated with the AFL-CIO.
Here, among the University of Maine System, part-time professors who teach a total of 12 credits in a calendar year will
earn a salary of $12,348 on average; meanwhile, full-time faculty members at UMaine specifically (other universities within
the system vary) will receive, on average, a compensation of
$76,030.
Egalitarianism evidently doesn’t come easy in educational
circles.
Whereas distinctions are much deserved by those who assume
a full-time role at a university in contrast with those who have yet
to acquire more privileged offices, the imbalance at work nationwide regarding part-time faculty is offensive in its severity.
The Maine Part-Time Faculty Association, the union for parttime faculty at the seven University of Maine System campuses,
has been volleying contract proposals with the system office,
desperately attempting to acquire some sort of added benefit or
pay raise for the workers it represents.
But as both full-time and part-time faculty have been going about their business without a contract since June 30, 2011,
PATFA’s efforts have become futile and its chances of winning
concessions, at the moment, appear to be beyond the reach of its
bargaining power.
A nearly $64,000 difference makes for a heck of a stretch, especially when adjunct faculty are instructing many undergraduate courses alongside their full-time counterparts. The stalemate
established over the past months between both faculty unions
and the system isn’t showing any signs of budging, yet the issue
must be presented across the board.
A nasty disparity is at play here — people are getting the slip
from their pay stubs and they aren’t being offered opportunities
to advance in their careers. Who is to blame? The natural inclination is to condemn the Man or the system, but regulations only
allow institutions so much sway in matters such as these.
It’s a sticky situation indeed, but one we mustn’t ignore. The
first step to alleviating an issue is educating those it affects.
So next time you’re holed up in that classroom enduring an
endless lecture on quantum physics, Virginia Wolfe or mathematical functions and dub it worthless, know that you may not
be far off in your classification.
Perhaps taking note on the assumed lesser value of perfectly
decent instructors may encourage you to take actual notes on
their preachings.

Readers speak: Outstanding web commentary
UM hockey long way from glory
days despite big Fenway win
The victory at Fenway was nice, but
if the program is ever to recover from
how far it has fallen, drastic changes
need to be made, and soon.
For anyone who doesn’t know what
I’m talking about or realize how dominant the University of Maine hockey
team was when I was growing up, Dailymotion has a video that will open your
eyes to how badly Maine Hockey is
hemorrhaging.
Hopefully this might serve as a wakeup call to revive our program sooner
rather than later.
Stuart Blanchard
Responding to “Frozen Fenway thaws
hockey spirit, rouses for more,” Jan.
12, 2012
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B-A-M gets slammed, customer to
pay for more accepting brand
Thank you for doing some research
at the Books-a-Million store for those of
us who have not yet entered its doors.
You saved me a trip, and I thank you.
Well done and for my money, I’ll
make the trip elsewhere to a real bookstore that, if I cannot find what I wish,
will order my desired materials as an
added service.
May the owners of B-A-M step barefooted in warm dog doo-doo each day
while retrieving the morning paper.
Umhockeybear
Responding to “Books-A-Million gives
the slip to gays, minorities,” Jan. 12,
2012

Differing demographics don’t get
proper due at B-A-M bookstores
I went to Books-A-Million when it
first opened and noticed the 24 shelves
of Christian reading and 3 shelves of
just “science.”
I spoke to the manager and she said
the material in this store was from a
shuttered Alabama store. I was hoping
that by now the offerings would have
changed to better represent local demographics.
Regular Joe
Responding to “Books-A-Million gives
the slip to gays, minorities,” Jan. 12,
2012
Chancellor hopeful Hay has extensive, impressive experience
The recent news story on Meredith
Hay, one of the finalists for the University of Maine System chancellorship, seriously under-reported her
achievements in Arizona. As Provost,
Dr. Hay led a transformation that not
only saved a university that had been
dealt budget cuts of unprecedented
proportions but made it stronger and
better by any quantifiable measure.
Applications and enrollments set
records every year under her leadership; each incoming class was academically stronger and more diverse;
the research portfolio grew; new centers were developed and hugely successful interdisciplinary partnerships
formed — all in the face of a 40 percent budget reduction.
Hay is nationally recognized as
one of the most creative and insight-

ful strategic thinkers in higher education. It would be an enormous win for
the the University of Maine System to
have her as Chancellor.
Stephen J. MacCarthy
Vice President for University
Communications,
University of Pennsylvania
Issue of concentrated wealth
will take more precedence in 2012
I disagree completely.
The focus for the movement is
the concentration of wealth and the
power that comes with it. An overwhelming majority of Americans,
including a majority of Republicans, believe concentrated wealth is
a problem and that the system favors
the wealthy.
It’s a collective thought and OWS
forced us to address the elephant
in the room. Just wait and see all
the stupid comments Mitt Romney makes about how the wealthy
weighed him down during the debates and in polls later this year.
Romney recently told Matt Lauer
in an interview that income inequality should only be discussed in “quiet rooms.”
He’s dreaming — we’re going to
have this conversation continuously
into November and beyond.
fwteagles
“Occupy movement hits a wall as
protest potency continues to run
aground,” Jan. 12, 2012

The Maine Campus is hiring a
political columnist for the spring
2012 semester!
If interested, please send cover letter, résumé and 3 writing samples
to Michael Shepherd and Madelyn Kearns on FirstClass.

The attitudes and views expressed in the opinion section are those of their authors only and do
not necessarily represent the views of The Maine Campus or its staff.
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Political columnist: Colbert ‘candidacy’ Columnist: Resolutions for new
accents vices in federal election law
year should encompass travels
Even though the Colbert
campaign is farcical, the
federal government is
obligated to treat the
former Colbert Super PAC
the same way it would
treat a Super PAC supporting any other candidate.

MIKE EmEry

In a stunning turnaround, the Republican Party finally has a
popular candidate.
The trouble is, he’s not on the ballot in any state. And he’s a
comedian.
Stephen Colbert, host of The Colbert Report on Comedy
Central, made news recently with his announcement that he
would form an exploratory committee to run for “President of
the United States of South Carolina.”
While the campaign itself is not serious, Public Policy Polling, a North Carolina-based polling firm, included questions
about Colbert’s candidacy in an otherwise serious poll about the
upcoming primary.
The results were good for Colbert and disheartening for the
actual Republican candidates. While only 36 percent of likely
voters hold a favorable view of Colbert, that’s higher than any
other candidate — Mitt Romney comes in second, at 35 percent.
What’s more, while more voters view each of the other candidates unfavorably than favorably, only 28 percent view Colbert
unfavorably.
This doesn’t bode well for any of the Republican candidates,
although once the party has a nominee, the situation will likely
get better. Unfortunately, the state of our electoral system doesn’t
look to improve any time soon.
One of the major reasons for the Colbert “candidacy” is to
highlight the nonsensical nature of federal election law. Colbert
had previously formed a Super PAC, an organization that can
raise and spend unlimited amounts of money from all types of
donors, including corporations and unions.
Super PACs can fund advertising for any political cause or
candidate, as long as they don’t coordinate with a candidate’s
campaign. Enforcement of this law is lax, to say the least; one
Super PAC run by former Mitt Romney aides has spent a great
deal of money airing negative ads about Newt Gingrich, while
another Super PAC run by former Gingrich employees has run
negative ads about Romney.
Colbert was forced to give up control of his Super PAC,
“Americans for a Better Tomorrow, Tomorrow,” when he announced his potential candidacy. Colbert signed over control to
fellow comedian Jon Stewart, who immediately announced the
Super PAC would now be referred to as “The Definitely Not

Coordinating With Stephen Colbert Super PAC.”
Since Colbert announced his potential campaign, The Definitely Not Coordinating With Stephen Colbert Super PAC has
released two advertisements. The first was an attack ad that labeled Romney a serial killer because of his views on corporate
personhood and his time at a venture capital company. The second encouraged South Carolina voters to vote for Herman Cain,
whose name is on the ballot but who has withdrawn from the
race, while displaying pictures of Colbert.
Even though the Colbert campaign is farcical, the federal
government is obligated to treat the former Colbert Super PAC
the same way it would treat a Super PAC supporting any other
candidate. And it has — by doing nothing.
All of this is a form of political performance art. Stephen Colbert isn’t just doing this for laughs; he’s drawing attention to the
absurdity of our electoral system. The notion of a Super PAC
comes from a Supreme Court decision, Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission, which held that the federal government can’t restrict political spending by corporations and unions
because of the doctrine of corporate personhood.
Corporate personhood is a legal doctrine that gives corporations in the United States legal rights similar to those of a “natural person.” As it allows for corporations to sue and be sued, own
property and sign contracts, corporate personhood isn’t inherently a damaging notion.
However, the Citizens United decision held that corporations
have the right to free speech. This was the latest in a series of
court decisions that suggest American law will continue to value
the rights of private associations over the public good even when
the fate of the republic is at stake.
In this age of mass media and 30-second sound bytes, it is
irresponsible to allow any group of people to influence
elections to public office by spending millions of dollars
to broadcast false claims about candidates without restriction. While the rights of individuals to speak freely must be
protected, some restrictions already exist. Just as you can’t
yell “Fire!” in a crowded theater to protect the crowd from
a stampede, you shouldn’t be able to influence millions of
voters with outright lies and unfounded assertions.
Of course, the only way to fix this problem is with a
constitutional amendment, which is highly unlikely — if
Congress has to struggle to find a simple majority to pass
a budget, there’s almost no way of convincing two-thirds
of the members of both houses to vote for something that
would restrict their backers’ ability to spend money on
them.
We may be stuck with the electoral system we have,
flaws and all. At least there’s a candidate who’s willing to
go to great lengths to expose these flaws — even if he is a
comedian.
Mike Emery is a fourth-year sociology student. His
political columns will appear every Thursday.

Holy hydrogen: How one element packs the
punch to power humanity into the future
How far away are we from
the day when we will be able
to power our homes and cars
with hydrogen? No one
really knows, but one thing
is certain — hydrogen as an
energy source is clean, abundant and ecologically sound.

FrANK BOOKEr

To apply Occam’s razor, a principle that essentially says
“keep it simple” to the world’s energy problem, we might find
the solution in the simplest and most abundant element in the
universe — hydrogen.
Despite its abundance and simplicity, hydrogen doesn’t occur as naturally as a gas. In nature, hydrogen is always combined
with other elements. Water is a combination of oxygen and hydrogen (H2O). All of our carbon-based fuels are combinations
of carbon and hydrogen. They are the hydrocarbons, such as
gasoline, natural gas, methanol and propane.
Combustion of hydrocarbons leads to the production of CO2,
one of the causes of global warming, while burning pure hydrogen produces nothing but water. Seems like a good idea, doesn’t
it?
Good enough for NASA, anyway. Liquid hydrogen is used
to power the shuttle and other rockets into orbit, and hydrogen-powered fuel cells provide on-board electricity and deliver
drinking water as a byproduct.
So why don’t we just use hydrogen-powered fuel cells for
energy?
At this time, they are not practical. They’ve been around since
1839, when Sir William Grove, a Welsh physician, exposed two
platinum electrodes to hydrogen and to oxygen and generated
electricity. The voltage produced was too low for practical use
and platinum was pretty expensive.
Recent breakthroughs in fuel cell technology and in the production of hydrogen may change that.
In my last column I mentioned an artificial leaf as one of
Time Magazine’s 50 top inventions of the year. This is just one
of the latest attempts to capture solar energy in a useful way. The
“leaf,” immersed in water and exposed to sunlight, produces
electricity and gives off hydrogen and oxygen gases.
Collecting the hydrogen for use in a fuel cell would provide
electricity for times when the sun does not shine. The fuel cell
would also provide drinking water, even if salt water was used
for this process — good news for parts of the globe in need of
fresh water.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology professor Daniel Nocera, who developed the leaf, said a door-sized installation could

power a whole house.
There are many other advances in hydrogen production. For
example, bacteria, when acting on waste, can generate hydrogen as a byproduct instead of methane. Fermentation of certain
cellulose-based biomass can produce hydrogen and methanol.
Research is under way to develop a strain of bacteria that will
yield more hydrogen.
Reforming hydrocarbon like methane or propane will yield
hydrogen plus carbon. Photoelectrochemical water splitting is a
process that produces hydrogen by using sunlight to directly split
water into hydrogen and oxygen. Hydrogen can be produced by
gasification of biomass resources such as agricultural residues,
consumer wastes, or wood byproducts.
Each of these methods has barriers to practical application,
but research is being done on all of them, and breakthroughs are
reported almost every day.
To prepare for the day when large-scale hydrogen production
becomes practical, we also will need a no-nonsense fuel cell that
is inexpensive, portable, efficient and long-lasting.
Simply stated, a fuel cell with hydrogen performs reverse hydrolysis, creating electricity by joining the hydrogen to oxygen
to create electricity, heat and water. There are no moving parts
to wear out or run down. As long as hydrogen is supplied as
fuel and oxygen is supplied from the air, the reaction will take
place.
Yet, there are barriers. A typical fuel cell is composed of a
cathode, which is exposed to air, an anode, which is exposed to
pure hydrogen, and an electrolyte membrane which separates
the two. A catalyst on the anode separates the hydrogen atoms
into electrons and hydrogen ions.
The electrolytic membrane will only allow hydrogen ions
to pass through it. The electrons attracted to the hydrogen ions
must travel along a wire to the other side for a reunion. This flow
of electrons is useful current.
When the hydrogen ions and electrons finally get together on
the other side of the membrane, they combine with oxygen to
produce heat and water. Both the heat and the water are potentially useful, and the whole process produces almost no waste.
Fuel cell research is going forward on many fronts. An important impediment to progress is the electrolytic membrane.
Different types are being tested for efficiency and the ability to
handle the high temperatures generated by the process.
There is also considerable progress being made on the catalysts on each of the electrodes. Better catalysts yield higher
percentages of reaction and better efficiency. Progress is being
made on this front every day, as well.
How far away are we from the day when we will be able to
power our homes and cars with hydrogen? No one really knows,
but one thing is certain — hydrogen as an energy source is clean,
abundant and ecologically sound. That should be strong enough
motivation.
Frank Booker is a former columnist for The Maine Campus.

into more sustainable terrains
MACKENzIE
RAWCLIFFE

New year, New U—niversity.
After a semester of reading and
writing about sustainability on campus, I have convinced myself it is a
good goal to keep moving forward
— for our reputation, health, sense
of community, environment and, perhaps most importantly, our sense of
academic purpose and duty to serve
the state of Maine.
I’m no expert, but my readings and
musings have led me to three truths
about sustainable communities. First
of all, the process to develop such a
community is long — when it is done
right it is never done because people,
environments and problems are constantly evolving, as is the solution.
It is also difficult. The logistics
of solving sustainability problems
are incredibly complex and interconnected between previously unrelated
areas, which means we’ll never reach
a straight answer. It will always be a
process of trial and error that needs
expertise, technology, a common vision and a change in habits. Changing
the invisible institution is important,
but the choices people make daily
have an even greater impact.
Lastly, building a sustainable community is worth it. This is a solution
for struggling communities with only
positive potential side effects.
So where do we go from here?
The most important quality for a
community that is trying to be sustainable economically, ecologically
and socially is to be self-aware in the
same way a person is aware of their
body. Our current nervous system is
best at picking up economic pain, but
we do a fair job of registering social
pain as well. It wouldn’t hurt for the
message to be louder and involve
more cardboard signs to get any attention from the “brain.”
The sustainability movement can
be accused of focusing too much on
environmental aspects, but I would
argue that this makes sense only because it is the area which does affect us — economically and socially
— but we have no nerves nor a good
way to register the pain there.
Many scientists at this very university have dedicated their lives to
figuring out ways to weigh and measure that pain, but the information
is not getting back to the heart and
brain of the operation.
We live in the Information Age.
Our habits, clicks, pictures, movements and everything else about us
is collected and sold to companies to
better advertise. What we don’t have
is data we can use to learn about ourselves as a community. I believe the
data is there, but it hasn’t been organized or presented in a way that is
understandable to a wider audience.
Last year, when Nobel Laureate
Elinor Ostrom came to campus, she
spoke of the power of data to affect
electricity use and reduce energy
bills. Giving positive or negative
feedback about energy use has been
tried at utility companies across the
country.
“There is some indication that the
most successful feedback combines

the following features: it is given
frequently and over a long time, provides an appliance-specific breakdown, is presented in a clear and appealing way, and uses computerized
and interactive tools,” wrote Corinna
Fischer in her paper “Feedback on
household electricity consumption: a
tool for saving energy?”
So let’s imagine that we’re going to make a map — a nice visual,
color-coded representation of what
we are doing as a community. This
map could show energy use in all of
the buildings on campus or estimated
emissions from buildings and parking lots. There should also be a tree
map — heck, a tree app — so I can
walk around campus and learn about
foliage if I want, and so we know
what we’re cutting down during future construction.

The most important
quality for a community
that is trying to be
sustainable economically,
ecologically and socially
is to be self-aware in the
same way a person is
aware of their body.
Perhaps a pirate map — I mean, a
map of invasive plant species, would
suffice as well. We could measure the
effect of travel to campus by mapping students who live off campus
and have a parking permit. I think
there must be some way to accurately
measure path usage across campus so
that facilities could prioritize which
walkways to cover or block from
winter winds.
Most of these are environmentally
motivated because that is the easiest
for me to conceive of, but perhaps
we even could map students’ jobs,
debt or connections on Facebook to
get a sense of how we are doing as a
community, financially and socially.
Why would we map these things?
A map is something we can all understand, which means we might
change our behavior and be motivated to demand some change of the
administration as well. I know facilities, the Steam Plant and the administration measure many things, but
perhaps they are not measuring the
right things or analyzing them in a
way that will lead to more sustainable practices.
By asking the university to produce
a map that answers certain questions
like which buildings do students ride
their bikes most to, then perhaps they
will be able to make better decisions
about where new racks go, and we as
students would be better aware and
equipped to demand it.
We have one of the best spatial
engineering departments in the country and while I don’t expect all of the
professors there to drop what they’re
doing, it would be nice if there were
a base map of campus that students
were invited to build upon and add
information to.
If the institution is not interested
in creating these maps, then we have
an inexhaustible resource of youthful enthusiasm that could dig into
the available data and try to answer
some questions.
Mackenzie Rawcliffe is a graduate student studying international affairs and public administration. She
is the production manager for The
Maine Campus.
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The best in cinema for the new year, from Batman to Seuss
Spring semester may be in full
swing, but that doesn’t mean you
can’t make time to head to a theater
near you for a few hours of stressfree cinematic bliss. With a few
exceptions, 2012 has a lot to offer
in terms of movie quality. From
thought-provoking thrillers to heartwarming takes on the human condition, here’s a look at 10 movies you
won’t want to miss this year.

novel from the perspective of a
9-year-old has charmed readers
the world over, and its intriguing
plot has had the same effect on
critics since the movie’s limited
release on Christmas Day. It
will be in theaters everywhere
this Friday, leaving ample opportunity to witness the phenomenon. Tom Hanks and Sandra
Bullock star as parents of the young,
intelligent Oskar Schell, played by
Thomas Horn, in this soon-to-be
iconic film.

“Extremely Loud and Incredibly
Close” – Jan. 20
Jonathan Safran
Foer’s powerful
mystery-adventure hybrid

“Man on a Ledge” – Jan. 27
Perhaps the
least creatively
titled film on
this list, “Man
on a Ledge”

Copy Editor

‘Sherlock Holmes’

mainecampus.com

Silver screen in 2012
By Kayla Riley

FilM RevieW

shows from the first few
moments of its trailer that it
will be a gritty,
sit-on-the-edge-of-yourseat crime thriller. Starring relative newcomer
See Movies on B2

go!
Thursday, Jan. 19

Exhibits: “I Put a Spell
On You,” “The Moment,”
“Because You’re Mine,”
“The City”
UMMA
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
“The Philosophy of
Mahatma Gandhi:
Violence, Nonviolence,
and What Makes Life
Worth Living”
Bangor Room, Memorial
Union
“Inside Job”
140 Little Hall
7 p.m.
Thursday College Night
Curva Ultra Lounge
9 p.m. to 3 a.m.
$5 for 18+, free for 21+
Friday, Jan. 20
Exhibits: “I Put a Spell
On You,” “The Moment,”
“Because You’re Mine,”
“The City”
UMMA
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

Counterclockwise from left : Man on a Ledge, Summit Entertainment; The Hunger Games, Lionsgate; Mirror Mirror, Relativity Media; The Vow, Screen Gems; The Lorax,
Universal Pictures; The Hobbit, Warner Bros.; The Woman in Black, CBS Films; The Dark Knight Rises, Warner Bros.

Portland group brings energy to Kingman’s
Local ‘Best New Artist’ winners Grant Street Orchestra play funky hip-hop to intimate Old Town crowd
By Rachel Curit

For The Maine Campus

Christie Edwards • Staff Photographer

The Portland-based hip-hop group Grant Street Orchestra performed at Kingman’s in Old Town on Saturday night. The seven-man group recently released their first full-length album, “Passionately Late.”

Portland favorite Grant
Street Orchestra played a concert at Kingman’s, Old Town’s
newest hot spot, on Jan. 14.
Grant Street Orchestra is a
Portland, Maine-based band
formed in February 2009. In
the fall of that year, they were
nominated as “Best New Artist” in the We Push Buttons
Awards, presented by the
Milled Pavement Records label in Portland.
Last year, they were named
the best “R&B, Soul, Blues
act” by the Portland Phoenix.
GSO released its debut fulllength album, “Passionately
Late,” and just months later unveiled their single “The Hood,
the Badass, and the Funky,”
in October and December of
2011, respectively.
GSO is a seven-piece ensemble with a typical set-up

of guitar, bass and drums but
with added saxophone, trumpet and upright bass. Interestingly, one singer even played a
light bulb as an instrument; it
had a whiny, synthesizer-like
sound and lit up the stage like
a Christmas tree.
The band spans multiple
genres, owing their sound to a
variety of musical disciplines
and describing themselves as
“a hip-hop band with major
funk and rock undertones.”
With jazzy instrumentals,
rapped vocals and on-stage
enthusiasm, it’s clear the
members of GSO are passionate about their music — and
that the audience is passionate
about them, too.
At their 11 p.m. to nearly
1 a.m. performance at Kingman’s, the band played two
sets of about eight songs each.
To the untrained ear, their
See G.S.O. on B2

Cowell drains creativity from music for money
Column
Simon Cowell must love
music.
He’s the man behind the hit
music and talent competition
shows “American Idol,” “The
X
Factor” and
“America’s Got
Talent,” so
how could
he
not?
Here’s
how — he
doesn’t,
he loves How I Hear It
making
By Derrick
money
Rossignol
from it.
I can
back this claim up with two
prime pieces of evidence:
First, in 1992, Cowell, realizing tickets for World Wrestling
Federation events were selling
massively well in the U.K.,

decided to record a song with
some of the wrestlers and give
it a wide release. He figured the
same people who were shelling
out money to see these personalities wrestle live would surely
be willing to pay to have their
voices on record atop a cheesy,
cookie-cutter song.
The man was right. He enlisted songwriters to craft tunes
for the group, called “WWF
Wrestlers,” and two singles,
“SlamJam” and “Wrestlemania,” hit No. 4 and 14 on the
U.K. charts, respectively.
Cowell doesn’t respect music as a creative art form but
as a commercial powerhouse.
In “The Unauthorized Guide
to Doing Business the Simon
Cowell Way,” author Trevor
Clawson describes Cowell’s
method perfectly: “[He] had hit
on an arguably more efficient
— and some would say ruthless — formula for creating hit
records. He would look outside
music to other branches of the

Notice he didn’t say “play
entertainment world and iden- the official song of the NBA in
tify artists or characters whose an apparent dark time for the music differently” or “sing differently” — nope, just try to
identity could be exploited on league.
Cowell doesn’t let music be an icon. Be somebody who
record.”
Then, in 1994, Cowell saw happen organically — he forces is easily digestible by a mainthe popularity of the TV series it to happen when he smells an stream audience and have an
“Mighty Morphin Power Rang- opportunity for money. He has emotional backstory so people
ers” explode, so he recruited basically said that himself.
can feel like they know you and
musicians to
the struggles
record and reyou’ve been
lease “Power
through.
Rangers: The
C o w “You can’t ever find a true American idol on
Official Sinell seems to
that show, because a true American idol would think that begle.” The projhave too much [self]-respect to do that show.” ing extremely
ect was the talk
of the town
likable
and
across
the
modestly
talJohn Mayer
pond, thanks
ented is more
Musician
to a complete
important than
disregard for
being
modmusical integestly likable
In February 2011, Cowell and extremely talented. Sadly,
rity by Cowell.
He also signed manufac- spoke of the (then unaired) it seems to me that most people
tured boy band 5ive to a record American version of “The X agree. Viewers tend to gravideal, a group that was formed Factor,” saying, “You’ve got tate toward cuties and the ones
by an audition process in the to stand out. You’ve got to be whose parents died in a plane
U.K. whose song, “Slam Dunk remembered. Dress differently, crash when they were 6 years
(Da Funk),” debuted at No. 10 behave differently, dance differon the U.K. charts and became ently ... just be remembered.”
See Cowell on B2

Cosmic Colors; An
Adventure Along the
Spectrum
Maynard F. Jordan
Planetarium
7 to 8 p.m.
$3, free w/MaineCard
The Focus Group: Live
Comedy Improv
Next Generation Theatre
39 Center Street, Brewer
8 p.m.
$5
Dead Season
Curva Ultra Lounge
8 to 11 p.m.
tickets available at
BullMoose
Saturday, Jan. 21
Exhibits: “I Put a Spell
On You,” “The Moment,”
“Because You’re Mine,”
“The City”
UMMA
10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Cadenzato
Minsky Recital Hall
8:30 to 9:30 p.m.
$7, free w/MaineCard
Black & White Party
Curva Ultra Lounge
9 p.m. to 12 a.m.
Sunday, Jan. 22
Clifford The Big Red
Dog
Collins Center for the Arts
3 to 5 p.m.
$28

A more comprehensive list
of postings is available at
mainecampus.com/calendar.
To submit your event, invite
calendar@mainecampus.com
via iCal or Google Calendar.
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Gotye’s YouTube hit an infectious ear worm
Column
Once in a great while, a song
gets stuck in your head and you
don’t mind it in the slightest.
You allow
it to infect
your mind
as it reverberates in
your skull
again and
again. Perhaps you
shuffle it
in with the
Hardcore
other tunes
Roar
you hum
over the By Colin Kolmar
course of
your day.
At any rate, the song conquers
your internal boom box and you
happily stand idle while the invasion occurs.
I have allowed a very prolific
parasite to lay claim to my mind.

G.S.O.

It is a song by a Belgian-born
Australian artist named Gotye
titled “Somebody That I Used
to Know.” If you’ve heard it,
then you probably experienced
a similar phenomenon.
“Somebody That I Used to
Know” opens with a classic
pop, sing-song melody played
on a xylophone, giving it a
somewhat playful undertone.
However, the song’s introduction is deceptive. Gotye’s lyrics
are melancholy, recalling cruel
mistreatment by a former lover.
The melody during the verse
is haunting and lamenting, sung
in a contemplative fashion. The
verse builds in layers, gradually
adding additional guitars and
percussion that emulate vintage
pop recordings. However, all instruments except for an acoustic
guitar drop out just before the
explosive chorus.
The chorus features Gotye’s
impressive tenor strangely reminiscent of Phil Collins’. As the

instrumentals — one of GSO’s
most appealing features and
from B1
one that refuses to be ignored.
“Instrumentally, the group
songs may all have sounded was tight with a particularly
the same, but upon further in- talented saxophone player,”
vestigation on YouTube and said Evan LeBrun, a transfer
iTunes, it is clear that each of student at the University of
their songs has gained its own Maine.
identity.
Despite the audience’s
As usual, some songs stood small and intimate size, those
out more than others, such as who were there headed straight
“City of Cracks.” One band to the dance floor and left only
member described it as their during intermission. The crowd
version of a
was
enthulove ballad,
siastic about
though
not
both the mu“too sappy.” It
sic and their
“Instrumentally,
opens with a
own dancing,
slow, extendand seemed to
the group was
ed instrumenhave a great
tight with a
tal intro, one
time.
that
settled
“I
heard
particularly
the dancing
about Grant
talented
of the audiStreet
Orsaxophone
ence. During
chestra at the
the
concert
show,” LeBplayer.”
the crowd berun said. “I
gan to stand
went
with
Evan LeBrun some friends
and
calmly
Transfer student to what I was
appreciate its
sound.
University of Maine told was goAnother
ing to be a
highlight
funk show bewas “Joaquin
cause I wantPhoenix,”
ed to dance.
whose beginning was slow They consistently played what
enough that it could be sung I found to be interesting, enalong with after hearing the tertaining and real danceable
chorus only a few times. It tunes.”
was the sort of earworm that
Grant Street Orchestra
will find its way into students’ doesn’t play the type of muheads during particularly bor- sic normally showcased on
ing classes.
the radio but has a unique and
The smooth saxophone instantly captivating sound.
in “As Time Goes By” con- College is a time for trying
jures imagery of a classy new things — and listening to
jazz lounge, and its rap verse something that doesn’t sound
changed the feel of the song like everyone else’s music is
without distracting from the refreshing, to say the least.

chorus emerges, so do subtle
auxiliary percussion, synthesizer and bass guitar. The strikingly abrupt appearance of the
chorus is incredibly effective.
But what else could this song
throw at the listener to be even
more appealing?
In the second verse, the listener is introduced to Kimbra,
an incredibly talented female
vocalist from New Zealand. Her
dynamic voice perfectly conveys the lyrics that comprise the
second verse, juxtaposing those
that were sung by Gotye in the
first. So a conventional revisit
of the chorus would be the sensible next step in this song’s
structural progression, right?
Wrong.
Gotye hits the listener with a
repetition of the chorus, but this
time around it’s a whole new
monster. The lyrical content
is the same, as is the melody.
However, between every lyrical
phrase shines a gorgeous vocal

harmony featuring the comWatching the music video callousness and Kimbra’s palbined vocal talents of Gotye and that accompanies the song cre- pable agony are key features of
Kimbra. The chorus carries the ates an unparalleled, multifac- the video that help drive the lasong to close as layers gradu- eted experience for the listener. menting lyrics home.
If you are a fan of Gotye’s
ally drop out and the vocalists Not surprisingly, the video has
fade with a final melody sung in exploded in popularity on You- “Somebody That I Used to
Tube, garnering almost 45 mil- Know,” I would suggest givoctaves.
ing Kimbra’s
The chord
“Settle Down”
structure
of
a listen as well.
the song is
Kimbra is also
simple, featurWatching the music video that accompanies
adept at laying a threethe song creates an unparalleled,
ering instruchord progresments to create
sion
during
multifaceted experience for the listener. Not
a song that is a
the
chorus
and only two surprisingly, the video has exploded in popularity fantastic musichords
duron YouTube, garnering almost 45 million views cal mélange.
She also maning the verse.
ages to remain
However,
within the conGotye’s ability
to add and subtract layers in a lion views. The visuals are top- fines of the pop genre while cretactful manner creates the real notch while not being overly ating extraordinarily complex
magic of the song. “Somebody obtrusive. They are simple and material.
Listen to “Somebody That
That I Used to Know” is appeal- beautiful, and gradually layer
ing to listeners of all musical like the instruments in the song. I Used to Know” by Gotye. It
backgrounds. It’s radio-ready It certainly helps that both per- will be stuck in your head for
but also has a lot to offer the formers featured in the video weeks and you’ll love every
are convincing actors. Gotye’s second of it.
discriminating listener.

Movies

ing romance brought to the big
screen. Rachel McAdams plays
Paige, a woman who slips into
a coma after a serious car accident. When she wakes, she
doesn’t remember her husband
Leo, played by Channing Tatum, nor the life they’ve built
together. In a sentimental “50
First Dates” style, Tatum must
win back her love in a film
well suited for Valentine’s Day.

from B1

Jamie Bell and the promising
Elizabeth Banks, the plot centers around a police psychologist who tries to talk down a
seemingly suicidal ex-con in
the center of New York City.
“The Grey” – Jan. 27
Beat the bitter cold by going
to see “The Grey,” an intense
survival thriller starring Liam
Neeson as the leader of a team
of oil-drillers stranded in Alaska
after a plane crash. The men must
fight for their lives against the
brutal Alaskan climate, unaware
that a vicious pack of wolves
may be their greatest nemesis.
“The Woman in Black” – Feb.
3
Daniel Radcliffe won’t be
fighting the Dark Lord anymore but has a new enemy in
“The Woman in Black.” Radcliffe plays Arthur Kipps, a
young lawyer who encounters
the supernatural on a trip to a
small town. This tense terror
flick is Radcliffe’s chance to
prove himself beyond the lightning scar and Broadway stage.
“The Vow” – Feb. 10
Nicholas Sparks does it
again with a heart-wrench-

Cowell

from B1
old instead of the ones who
have the most talent. People
will say the ones with the story
do have the most talent, but I

“Dr. Seuss’ The Lorax” –
March 2
A few of Seuss’ magical tales
have made the transition from
page to screen with varied levels of success, but perhaps none
more beloved and topical than
“The Lorax.” With the unnaturally mild winter we witnessed
until recently, an adorable film
that addresses environmental issues could not be timelier. With
promising names voicing the
colorfully animated characters,
from Danny Devito to Betty
White, “The Lorax” is a film both
kids and adults will warm up to.
“Mirror Mirror” – March 16
As Disney continues to regurgitate their classics in 3D — not
that ‘90s kids are complaining
— one movie is reimagining a
Grimm tale. Julia Roberts is an
evil queen who has taken control of a magical kingdom. Snow
White, played by Lilly Collins,
think likability creates the illusion of talent.
Finding somebody with a
number of hardships in their
past is a great way to lure an
audience in, but if there’s no
substance beyond their image,
keeping that audience hooked

must regain the kingdom that is
rightfully hers with the help of
seven rebels. Come for the retelling of a childhood tale and
stay for the promising cast list
and dazzling special effects.
“The Hunger Games” – March
23
Set in a futuristic dystopia in which the United States
are separated into 12 districts
and young people are picked
each year at random to participate in a competition to the
death, the three-book “Hunger
Games” series has flown off
bookshelves nationwide. One
can only hope that with the help
of Hollywood greats Stanley
Tucci and Donald Sutherland,
and fresh faces Jennifer Lawrence and Josh Hutcherson, the
movie can live up to the hype.

the lengthy process of finding a
suitable significant other, they
choose each other and commit
to platonic procreation. Saturday Night Live and “Bridesmaids” duo Maya Rudolph and
Kristen Wiig make appearances
as friends Leslie and Missy.
“The Dark Knight Rises”
– July 20
Christian Bale and Joseph
Gordon-Levitt are back in
the much-anticipated sequel
to the record-breaking “The
Dark Knight,” which starred
Heath Ledger as the best Joker
yet. Tom Hardy is the villainous Bane, who rolls up to Gotham City and challenges Batman like never before. With a
budget of $250 million and a
cast like this, the Batmobile is
headed in the right direction.

“Friends with Kids” – April
(tentative)
The chick-flick formula has
been recycled so many times
by now that when a movie like
“Friends with Kids” comes
along, it’s tempting to pass it off
as a Hollywood joke. But before
you discount it entirely, give
Jennifer Westfeldt’s directorial
debut a chance. Two best friends
stand alone as the single adults in
their social circle and decide one
night that they are ready to have
a child. Rather than go through

Bonus — “The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey” – Dec. 14
Rejoice, Shire lovers! The
long-awaited prequel to “The
Lord of the Rings” series will
be hitting theaters in mid-December, meaning diehard fans
should be sure to insulate their
tents for the long ticket lines
ahead. Frodo, Bilbo, Gollum
and Gandalf are back in fine
form for the trip to the Lonely
Mountain, flanked by the talents of Evangeline Lilly, Cate
Blanchett and more.

becomes a problem.
The
often-controversial
John Mayer echoed my sentiments in 2003 when he told
Entertainment Weekly, “You
can’t ever find a true American
idol on that show, because a
true American idol would have
too much [self]-respect to do
that show.”
He added, “I would rather
live to be 80 and [have] sold
zero records rather than be
standing the way someone told
me to stand.”
I think what Mayer meant
is that Cowell knows what it
takes to be a star, and he will
mold contestants to fit it exactly — even if it’s not what
they’re originally about. Establishing a unique identity is
part of what an artist has to

do to become successful, but
“American Idol” and Simon
Cowell seem to have an ourway-or-the-highway attitude
on what qualities a star has to
have.
Still, Cowell’s various music factories have been pumping out material people have
been loving for the past 20
years, so you can’t say he’s
bad for music — my stance is
he’s bad for creativity in music. If he says there’s a certain
image artists need to adhere to
if they want to be successful,
why would anybody deviate
from what an authority in the
field like Cowell says?
His past business decisions
reinforce that he’s only looking for something to sell, not to
foster originality and quality.
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Film Review:
‘Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows’

B3

CD Review:
The Maine, ‘Pioneer’

Funny, action-packed sequel carries on Holmes’ legacy Punk band grows up, is at their finest with new material
By Alex
Tranchemontagne

For The Maine Campus

Warner Bros.
suspense, visual effects, fight
scenes and humor one could
ask for.
The latest “Sherlock Hol“Game of Shadows” does a
mes” film is a great sequel to great job immersing audience
the 2009 original and is sure to members in the story, makthrill any moviegoer looking ing them feel as though they
for a suspenseful action film are part of the action, plotjam-packed with complexity ting and fights. Director Guy
and mystery.
Ritchie does this through his
Holmes, again played by excellent utilization of angled
Robert Downey Jr., has always shots, providing visual interbeen the most ingenious man est and a more life-like experion the scene. However, in this ence. Whether running through
sequel, he may have met his the woods, dodging bullets or
match with Professor James street fighting, Ritchie pulls us
Moriarty, played by Jared Har- into the action, creating a much
ris. Moriarty is a new criminal more intimate environment and
mastermind who is as intel- allowing for a richer, more religent as Holmes but has an alistic viewing experience.
edge — inherent wickedness
Ritchie and the actors alike
and lack of a conscience.
do an outstanding job deliverWhen the Crown Prince of ing the complexity of the film
Austria is found dead due to in an understandable, entertainan apparent suicide, Holmes ing and almost relatable way.
and his faithful sidekick Wat- Whenever something catches
son, played again by Jude Law, Holmes’ eye, the entire plot
conclude the
pauses
moprince is a
mentarily to
victim of murallow for a
der in a much
play-by-play
larger scheme
of
events,
Perhaps one of the
intricately demaking
the
most redeeming
signed by Moevents easier
riarty — who,
for the average
qualities of the
being always
Joe to under“Sherlock Holmes”
a step ahead
stand. Along
of Holmes and
with this techfilms is the
Watson, was
nique,
each
intermingling of
forging a labyactor does an
rinth of death, action, suspense and e x c e p t i o n a l
destruction
job portrayhumor throughout
and an alling his or her
out war that,
character, deif successful,
livering lines
would change
and
actions
the course of
while still alhistory.
lowing personality to shine
This film is a prime example through.
of a sequel done right. “Game
There is no lack of action
of Shadows” doesn’t sustain nor suspense throughout this
the same plot line as the origi- heart-pounding, two-hour film.
nal, but rather picks up with a Surprises pop out at Holmes
fresh story, which makes this and Watson from every corfilm enjoyable to moviegoers ner, always keeping audience
who haven’t seen the first film. members on the edge of their
It is sure to be an instant crowd seats, anxiously awaiting the
favorite, due to the overall next major turn of events.
“Game of Shadows” concomplexity and originality of
the plot, coupled with all the tains plenty of well-executed

By Rich Flora

For The Maine Campus

visual effects, such as a train
scene with a suspenseful gunfight that results in a portion
of the train blowing up. In another scene, Holmes and his
crew dodge bullets while running through the woods, offering great digital effects. These
scenes, like so many others,
create great visual interest and
assist in maintaining a suspenseful atmosphere.
Perhaps one of the most
redeeming qualities of the
“Sherlock Holmes” films is the
intermingling of action, suspense and humor throughout.
The laughs spaced throughout
the story help maintain audience attention while lightening
the overall mood of otherwise
grave circumstances.
While the movie does an
excellent job developing an
intricate story line through visual effects and cinematography, there were a few scenes
where the camera enters into
slow motion. While this is a
stylistic choice from the director, it tended to make some
fight scenes appear somewhat
choppy, almost giving it a video game-like feeling. But this
is easily overlooked as the film
does an excellent job conveying the intentions of the director and actors.
Whether you enjoy a suspenseful thriller, a mystery or
just the cast, “Sherlock Holmes: A Game of Shadows” is an
action-packed film that is sure
to satisfy.

Grade: B+

The Maine has been one of
my favorite bands for quite some
time, and are one of the first bands
I saw live. During my sophomore
year in high school, I remember
buying their first full-length release, “Can’t Stop, Won’t Stop,”
and loving it. From that point forward, the album has played constantly in my car’s CD player.
Their latest effort, “Pioneer,” is
wildly different from their debut.
The musical changes The
Maine has gone through are mindblowing and what make them
one of the most interesting bands
making music today. In 2008, The
Maine was a cookie-cutter band
that fit perfectly into the Warped
Tour scene. I’m sure if I heard
“Can’t Stop, Won’t Stop” for the
Action Theory
first time today, I would hate it.
The band’s past style was perfect for juvenile ears, but those in a way they don’t understand, forward from their previous atwhose tastes have matured since and this track conveys that same tempts.
then may have a harder time to feeling. It’s post-grunge, but with
Another constant is the guitar
stomach it today. Thankfully, The a nice southern tone to it. The sound, with most of the songs havMaine has since transformed into twang of the guitar and powerful ing the same feel to them. Estaba completely respectable alterna- choruses would make for a per- lishing a unique tone is great for a
tive rock band. Who would have fect summer anthem, were it not band because it makes their maguessed a band
terial distinct.
full of straightThe Maine’s
haired, whiteprevious
alNike-wearing
bum, “Black
The Maine leaves little to be desired, here. Their
scene
kids
and
White”
would evolve ‘purist’ fans would have enjoyed a cheesy punk song tried to keep
into the comfrom the days of old, but its absence is for the best most songs in
pletely different
the same tone,
band they are
but something
wasn’t working
today?
quite right. With
The Maine’s
“Pioneer,” The Maine nailed it.
latest album is a throwback to for its winter release.
A song that sticks out — in a
“Don’t Give Up On Us” is an‘90s alternative rock acts like
Third Eye Blind and others in the other highly memorable tune. The “sore thumb” kind of way — is
same vein. “Pioneer” shows just guitar intro will instantly hook “Thinking of You.” It is a good
how much growing up the band alternative rock fans, but like song, yes, but this piano-driven
has done since their beginning: a “Some Days,” this cut would also ballad doesn’t fit the tone of the
bunch. The highlights from their be better appreciated during the album and would have been more
fitting as a bonus track.
latest crop of tunes deserve radio warmer months of the year.
The Maine leaves little to be
“Misery” proves how powerairtime, and it would come as no
ful frontman O’Callaghan’s voice desired, here. Their “purist” fans
surprise if they got it.
The swaying guitar of al- can be. The track has compelling would have enjoyed a cheesy
bum opener “Identify” bal- lyrics and boasts O’Callaghan’s punk song from the days of old,
ances perfectly with singer John impressive vocal range. The mu- but its absence is for the best. The
O’Callaghan’s vocals, and is a sical aspects easily match the band’s new sound should point
great way to start off the track list. quality of the vocals. The guitar them in the right direction for
The song, particularly the bridge, solo is fantastic and sounds like future success, since they no lonscreams ‘90s rock.
they stole it from Weezer’s bag of ger confine themselves to a genre
many consider juvenile.
“Some Days,” the album’s lat- tricks.
est single, is a single for a reason
A recurring theme in most of
and should please both casual lis- the songs is the slower, more techteners and hardcore fans. Every nical verses and the powerful choGrade: Anow and then there comes a near- ruses. Also, each of these songs
perfect song that excites people has fantastic lyrics — a huge step
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UMaine men’s basketball drops 3rd straight
Black Bears have trouble holding leads against Boston University and Vermont; now sit 6th in conference at 2-3
The University of Maine
men’s basketball team has hit
a three game skid. After Boston University came to the
Alfond Arena and stole one
from the Black Bears with hot
shooting in the second half,
UMaine went on the road and
dropped two in a row to the
Great Danes of Albany and the
Vermont Catamounts. UMaine
is now 8-8 overall and 2-3 in
America East.
The first loss came in the
friendly confines of the Alfond.
UMaine had a good crowd
in attendance and fed off the
home energy. On the first possession, freshman guard Justin
Edwards hit cutting sophomore
center Alasdair Fraser with a
beautiful no-look pass for the
2-0 lead.
UMaine’s offense executed
well in the first half, starting
with the play of senior guard
Andrew Rogers. Three minutes
into the game, Rogers drove
through the paint and forced
the defense to collapse before
dishing to senior guard Gerald McLemore for a 3-pointer
from the elbow extended.
UMaine started to take
control with a 10-2 run with
5 minutes left in the first half,
fueled by McLemore’s shooting stroke. McLemore ran off
a screen at the top the key, hitting a tough pull-up jumper.
BU experienced déjà vu after
another defensive breakdown,
as UMaine ran the exact same
play the following possession

for the same result. The Black
Bears led 31-21 with 2 minutes
left; however, the momentum
changed as BU hit a half-court
bank 3-pointer as time expired
to cut the lead to six at halftime, 33-27.
“First half we had a lot of
energy,” said UMaine head
coach Ted Woodward. “That
shot was big. You go into the
locker room all excited, but
then things even out a little bit.
We weren’t deflated by any
means, but it got them ener-

eled by hot shooting — 9-11
from three in the second half
— to take a 65-48 lead with
9 minutes to play. UMaine
didn’t give up, though, as they
switched to a full-court press.
Edwards dove on the floor after
tipping a ball away and while
still on the ground passed to
McLemore, who drilled a deep
3 to cap a 20-9 UMaine run
and cut the score to 74-68 with
just over a minute to play.
BU missed their free throws
and UMaine had a chance to

“I know how good this conference is —
day in and day out any team can beat you
— [but] we will keep moving forward.”
Gerald McLemore
Senior guard
UMaine men’s basketball
gized. [It was a] big difference
for them to go down six instead
of nine.”
The second half was the
BU shooting clinic. UMaine
started off on the right foot as
McLemore pretended to go up
for a jump shot before dumping the ball to Fraser for the
lay-in. BU’s Darryl Partin,
who is now second in America
East in scoring at 19.8 points
per game, started to take over.
After going 1-10 from the field
and 0-1 from the 3 in the first
half, Partin found his stroke.
He made all six of his 3’s he attempted in the second half and
shot 10-12 overall from the
field, finishing with 27 points.
BU went on a 15-0 run fu-

cut it to a one-possession game
but couldn’t come through.
BU ended up winning 77-68.
McLemore finished with 17
points, Fraser added 14 points
and eight rebounds, and Edwards had 10 points, 10 rebounds and six assists.
“I know how good this conference is — day in and day out
any team can beat you — [but]
we will keep moving forward,”
McLemore said.
After the bitter loss to BU,
UMaine traveled to Albany
to take on the then 11-7 (2-1)
Great Danes. Albany jumped
out to an early lead, scoring the
first six points before Edwards
got a steal and pushed it ahead
for a Fraser dunk. UMaine’s

On the other bench, the
Black Bears post the best front
from B6
line in Hockey East: senior center Brian Flynn, senior forward
The Black Bears have allowed
Spencer Abbott and junior foreight short-handed goals.
ward Joey Diamond are ranked
Something has to give.
one, two and three, respective“It’s a factor, and special
ly, in points in Hockey East.
teams [are] important, but with
Overall, Abbott is second in
such a strong penalty kill, we
the country in overall points,
can’t count on those power-play
with 12 goals and 23 assists,
goals,” Whitehead said. “In some
while Flynn is behind him in
respect, five-on-five play might
sixth, with 12 goals and 20
be the key.
assists. Diamond is tied for
“They skate really well, so
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor seventh in the country with 15
they pressure you,” he added. Senior defender Will O’Neill and the
goals to go along with 11 as“They don’t sit back in shot- Black Bears will welcome No. 3 Bos- sists.
block mode. They’re aggressive. ton College for a weekend series.
In the net, sophomore goalie
They get after it on the forecheck
Dan Sullivan settled down in the
Tommy Cross adding three goals
and in the zone. They don’t sit
finale at Merrimack after getting
and 11 assists.
back; they’ll pressure the puck.”
benched for the third period of the
In net, BC poses a dual threat 6-2 loss to the Warriors. Sullivan
The Eagles will rely on strong
play by junior forward Chris Kre- of junior Parker Milner and fresh- allowed two goals on 34 shots on
ider, who leads the team with 15 man Brian Billett. Milner has Saturday.
goals and 11 assists for 26 points. stopped 90.5 percent of the 344
The Black Bears open play
The Eagles also employ a high- shots he has seen, while Billett this weekend against the Eagles
scoring defensive pair, with junior has stopped a larger percentage at on Friday at 7 p.m. and end the seBrian Dumoulin chipping in four 91.8 percent but with less quan- ries Saturday at 4 p.m. Saturday’s
goals and 14 assists and senior tity, only 168 shots.
game will be televised on NESN.

Hockey

next bucket came from another
assist from Edwards to Fraser, cutting the lead to 12-4.
UMaine answered with a 13-4
run, taking a 17-16 lead with 10
minutes left in the first half.
Similar to the BU game,
Albany hit a 3 with 18 seconds left, taking a one-point
lead into halftime, and more
importantly, momentum. After
the first half, McLemore had
10 points and Edwards had
nine points to go along with
three rebounds and two assists.
UMaine jumped out to a 47-42
lead with 15 minutes left, but
Albany answered with a 6-0
run to take the lead. The game
remained close with small runs
by each team and UMaine even
lead 62-55 with 10 minutes
left. After Albany crawled their
way back into the game, they
took the lead 75-73 with 1:34
left, as a UMaine layup rolled
off the rim. Albany made one
of two free throws and Edwards came down to make a
layup, cutting the lead to one.
UMaine blocked a shot on the
Albany possession and had a
chance to win, but McLemore
couldn’t get a good shot and
UMaine lost a heartbreaker 7675. Edwards finished with 19
points and McLemore chipped
in 17.
UMaine then traveled to
Vermont, 10-9 (3-2), to try and
right the ship. The Black Bears
scored the first six points of the
game but the Catamounts answered with a 17-2 run of their
own, taking a 25-17 lead with
just under 6 minutes to play
in the first half. After UMaine

hung around and kept it close,
Vermont put together another
huge run, outscoring UMaine
22-7 to start the second half
and took a 64-43 lead with
9 minutes left. Edwards finished with 19 points and seven assists, McLemore added

14 points, and Mike Allison had
10 points, six rebounds and four
blocks.
UMaine will host its next
two games in the Pit as Hartford
comes to town on Thursday and
Stony Brook comes to Black
Bear county on Saturday.

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Freshman forward Killian Cato and the University of Maine men’s
basketball team lost their third straight America East Conference
game at the University of Vermont 79-65 on Monday.

49ers, Patriots have inside track
for Super Bowl XLVI clash
Column
The NFL Conference Championships are here and there aren’t
many surprises this year. Yes, the
15-1 Green
Bay Packers fell to
the
9-7
New York
Giants, but
in this day
and age,
the No. 1
By Joe Sturzl
seed falling
to the hot
wild-card
team is nothing new.Green Bay
pulled it off last year, New York

did it in 2007, and the Pittsburgh
Steelers won it all in 2005.
However, this year is eerily
similar to the 2007 season for the
Giants. After losing to an undefeated team at home 38-35, the
Giants snuck into the playoffs as
a lower seed and beat Green Bay
at Lambeau Field, and seem to
be on a collision course with the
New England Patriots.
Let’s stop this 2007 train right
there.
I am not a supporter of superstitious, football-god worlds
that supposedly dictate the outcome of every game. Personally,
I only wear my cheese-head on
game day, when Green Bay has
the ball, and only put it back on
when they intercept it.
What I’m trying to say is this:
Giants head coach Tom Coughlin knows how to coach a team
in the playoffs. His coaching and
his defense allow them the opportunity to win football games,
no matter how much people complain about quarterback Eli Manning pulling off some weird trick
play at some point in the game.
That being said, they must go
to San Francisco, who just finished out-dueling one of the best
offenses in today’s game in the
New Orleans Saints. If San Francisco can keep Ahmad Bradshaw
and Brandon Jacobs grounded
while keeping the talented Giants
receiver corps at bay, they are going to have a real shot at beating
the Giants.
However, if Eli and company
have another day on third down
like they did against the Packers, they are going to be tough
to beat. Ultimately, as in most
playoff football games, the team
that makes the fewest mistakes
will win. I’m going to say San
Francisco finds a way to beat this
hot New York team, but won’t be
surprised if New York ends up in
Indianapolis.
49ers 28, Giants 25

Crossword
Solution

By Charlie Merritt

For The Maine Campus

On the AFC side, we have
the New England Patriots and
Baltimore Ravens. Baltimore
shut down Texans rookie quarterback T.J. Yates late in last
week’s game, but their offense
went into hibernation mode
and went three-and-out on almost every drive in the fourth
quarter.
New England, on the other
hand, has an explosive offense
with quarterback Tom Brady,
wide receiver Wes Welker and
tight end Rob Gronkowski
leading the way. They also had
the worst defense in the league
until the last week of the season.
It’s a battle of opposites,
with a ferocious defense and
shaky offense against an explosive offense and a sub-par
defense. The trend this year has
been that offense wins games,
and the Patriots know how to
score points fast.
Just ask Tim Tebow.
Baltimore has shown potential on offense, with their road
win at Pittsburgh earlier this
season coming to mind. They
will likely need a repeat performance, with quarterback Joe
Flacco relying on a clutch final
drive in the end to pull off a
victory. Ravens’ Ray Rice may
be an explosive running back,
but if they have to play from
behind, he won’t be a factor.
If the Ravens hope to go
into New England and win like
they did in Wild Card Weekend 2009, they will have to get
after the Patriot defense early
and try to contain Brady. I
don’t think Ray Lewis and Ed
Reed will let New England
hang 45 on them this week,
but I can’t see them letting up
less than 28, either. We should
be in for a New England-San
Francisco battle in Indianapolis this year.
Patriots 28, Ravens 21
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Lewiston’s Anthoine stepping up Fielder, Oswalt
on solid Black Bear power play top choices left in
By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor

For a while, Lewiston native and sophomore forward for
the University of Maine men’s
hockey team Mark Anthoine
didn’t think he’d lace up his
skates for his state college, nevertheless step foot on the diamond of Fenway Park.
“Nope,
never
could’ve
dreamed of that,” Anthoine said
about the Frozen Fenway game
against the University of New
Hampshire earlier this month.
“I never thought I’d be a Black
Bear, playing college hockey
here. It’s been a great experience to get here and play at Fenway — to be at Fenway — to
go up the Green Monster after
practice and look down and be
like, ‘Wow, am I ever going to
get this chance again?’”
Anthoine had a game to remember under the Fenway
lights, scoring two goals, both
during a power play.
In fact, seven of Anthoine’s
eight goals this season have
come on the power play — a
unit that’s No. 3 in the country. Anthoine is currently tied
for seventh in the country for
power-play goals with fellow
teammate, junior forward Joey
Diamond.
“[For] the last three or four
years, we’ve had a great power
play and it has helped us,” Anthoine said. “You need to capitalize when you have the chance,
because in college hockey it’s
hard to score five-on-five.
“I’ve been lucky enough to
be on the second-line power
play, and it has been my bread

and butter lately,” he
said. “I’m more of a
physical,
shoot-thepuck, hard-nose guy, but
when I’m getting set up
from great passes, it’s
just been clicking.”
Anthoine got into
hockey when he was 5
years old, after his best
friend’s older brothers got into the game.
That, combined with a
healthy dose of roller
hockey and the premier
of everyone’s favorite
hockey movie, “The
Mighty Ducks,” helped
push Anthoine closer to
the game.
Anthoine followed
Haley Johnston • Photo Editor
UMaine hockey grow- Sophomore forward and Lewiston native Mark Anthoine has scored seven
ing up, understanding of his season’s eight goals during the power play.
the significance of the
“Border War” with UNH,
“I was a New England fan for scoring just once with three aswhich made the Fenway
win much sweeter, as it was the all sports, but when I was out in sists in 33 games last season.
“It’s one of those things
first time the Anthoine was on a Chicago, I saw a lot of Blackhawks games. I was a big fan of where you just bide your time,”
team that beat the Wildcats.
Anthoine played for the [Blackhawks center Jonathan] Anthoine said. “The better we
Lewiston-Auburn travel hockey Toews. He’s one of my favorite play as a team, the greater individuals will be able to shine.”
team growing up before playing players.”
After being traded to the
The well-traveled Anthoine
a year at Saint Dominic Academy in Lewiston. He stayed at Sioux Falls Stampede for the isn’t afraid of where he may end
St. Dom’s for his sophomore last portion of his third year in up once his Black Bear days
year but played hockey for the the USHL, Anthoine returned end, as long as he can tie up his
Portland Junior Pirates for two to his home state for college skates and tape his stick.
hockey.
“Anywhere, anywhere I can
years.
“I had been committed to play,” Anthoine said as to where
Entering his senior year,
Anthoine was drafted by the UMaine since my junior year he’ll land once he’s done in
United States Hockey League’s [of high school],” Anthoine Orono. “Hopefully I can conChicago Steel and played in said. “It’s nice to be able to tinue to develop and college is
the Windy City for three years come in older. You’re a little bit a place where I can get stronger and be a better person. [I’ll]
while living with a host family. more mature.”
Anthoine is enjoying a break- come out of here with a degree
There, he was able to see more
professional hockey than when out season for the Black Bears, and hopefully there will be ophe was at home, which mostly adding three assists to go with portunities down the line for
his eight goals in 21 games after hockey.”
consisted of Bruins games.

University of Maine Sports Briefs

M

Alfond Arena voted best
Hockey East atmosphere in
NESN.com poll
The University of Maine
men’s hockey team may be No.
4 in the standings, but according to NESN.com, they’re No.
1 — in arena atmosphere.
With over 35 percent, the
Alfond beat out the Mullins
Center, home of the University of Massachusetts-Amherst,
which finished with just over 24
percent and the Tsongas Center
of the University of Massachusetts-Lowell with 21 percent.
While it may not mean
much on the ice, it’s a sign of
the pride of the Black Bears’
faithful.
Women’s hockey takes three
of four weekly Hockey East
awards
After a weekend sweep of
Boston University, the University of Maine women’s
hockey team took home three
of the four weekly conference
awards.
Junior goalie Brittany Ott
was awarded Hockey East
Player of the Week after stopping 66 of BU’s 70 shots over
the weekend.

NBA

from B6
The next storyline is a sad
one for leprechaun enthusiasts.
Celtics fan can say R.I.P. to the
famous “Ubuntu” belief that
helped win a 2008 championship. We can say we should
have won two championships
— maybe three — but whatever your opinion is, it is time
to come to terms with one.
The collapse of the Celtics
started with the same stable
rock that changed the mindset
of the Celtics back in 2007.
Forward Kevin Garnett is only
a shell of his former self and
Father Time has taken his toll.
In the same amount of minutes
per game as last year, Garnett
has averaged two points and

over a rebound less per game.
For the last couple of days,
the rumors of a trading Celtics
captain Paul Pierce have started to swirl as teams continue to
call asking if the Celtics would
deal their longest-tenured player if they tried to blow things

Freshman forward Jennifer
More was awarded Rookie of
the Week after a three-point
game on Sunday against the
Terriers with two goals and an
assist.
The team itself was named
Team of the Week after sweeping the Terriers.
Edwards named AEC Rookie
of the Week for fifth time
University of Maine freshman guard Justin Edwards was
named America East Rookie of
the Week for a fifth time after
averaging just under 15 points
eight rebounds and four assists
in two games.
Edwards picked up his
first double-double in the loss
to Boston University with 10
points and 10 boards to go
along with six assists.
For the season, Edwards is
averaging just under 16 points
per game and over six rebounds
per game.
England, Labreck pick up
AEC awards
Two University of Maine
track and field members won
America East Performer of the
Week honors while finishing

bing my pitchfork when Danny
Ainge traded Kendrick Perkins
for Jeff Green last year at the
worst time possible, but Ainge
saw this coming and his mind
was in the right place. It is time
for the Celtics to rebuild.
Heading into his rookie

The knock on T’Wolves guard Ricky Rubio was
that he couldn’t shoot the basketball.
I guess that’s what happens when all
you see on YouTube is great passes.

up. The Celtics are currently
4-8 and still have a chance to
make the playoffs, but the future is more important than a
strike-shortened season.
I was the first one grab-

campaign, the knock on Timberwolves guard Ricky Rubio
was that he couldn’t shoot the
basketball. I guess that’s what
happens when all you see on
YouTube is great passes. Rubio

two points behind Dartmouth
College.
After qualifying for the Intercollegiate Association of
Amateur Athletes of America
Championships in the triple
jump, Trevor England was
named AEC Performer of the
Week.
On the women’s side, senior Jesse Labreck won both
the hurdles and the high jump
on her way to AEC Performer
of the Week. Both times were
good enough to qualify for the
Eastern College Athletic Conference Championships.
Former Black Bear great
and Olympian added to
track and field staff
The University of Maine
track and field team announced
the addition of former UMaine
All-American and 2008 Olympian Viktoriya Rybalko as an
assistant coach.
After being named an AllAmerican in 2003 with a second-place finish in the long
jump, Rybalko competed for
her native Ukraine in the 2008
Summer Olympics, finishing
12th in the long jump.

has been the real deal so far.
He’s a good defender — reigning MVP Derrick Rose said he
couldn’t believe his quickness
after Rubio almost brought
the Timberwolves back — and
with his ability to shoot the
basketball, he is one of the best
playmakers in the NBA.
His shooting percentage is
55.7 percent from the field and
44 percent from beyond the
arc, compared to other point
guards who are only averaging
52.1 percent. Rubio and fellow
rookie guard Kyrie Irving, who
has the Cavaliers at 6-7 while
averaging 17.7 points and 5.2
assists per game, will have an
interesting battle for rookie of
the year.
Buckle up fans, this schedule will make this a season to
remember — unless you’re a
Wizards fan.

MLB free agency

Slim pickings left on market for teams
New York’s lefty lead-off hitter, culminating in a World
Series Championship in 2009.
By Clark Shepard
Damon then twisted the stillFor The Maine Campus
pitted knife in Red Sox Nation
by signing with the slightly
Just one month remains less-hated Tampa Bay Rays
before players leave their for a one-year deal.
sunny, warm offseason homes
Now, in 2012, it seems fitto get back into the “swing” ting that the baseball birdies
of things at their respective are now Tweeting — literally
teams’ mild-weathered spring — that Damon has once again
training facilities.
drawn interest from the YanThough the schedule is cer- kees.
tain, the destination of many
The 15-year veteran’s serkey free agents is not, and for vices would most likely be
those of you who have for- utilized at the DH position,
given me for my weak attempt where his lefty bat would fit
at trivial humor and have not in nicely once again with Yanalready moved to Police Beat, kee Stadium’s short right-field
allow me to talk you through porch.
the remaining names.
The acquisition would mean
Let’s start with the obvi- a cut in pay for Damon, as the
ous: Is it really possible that Yankees’ payroll took on a
Brewers first baseman Prince heavy load when they signed
Fielder remains a sitting duck pitcher Hiroki Kuroda for $10
in the free agency pond?
million earlier this month.
After rumors of the NationOn the pitchers’ side of the
als’ and the Cubs’ willingness free agent pool, there is one
to pull the trigger died off this name making a splash more
week, one team has ascended than any other.
to become the new favorite to
After a brilliant 10-year cabag the prized first baseman: reer in Houston, Roy Oswalt
the Texas Rangers.
was traded, per his request,
Now that the Rangers have to the already loaded Phillies’
won the bid to sign Japanese rotation in 2010. Oswalt finpitching prodigy Yu Darvish, ished the year 7-1 with a slim
they have shifted all of their 1.74 ERA, and it appeared
attention
to
he would be
Fielder, who has
a mainstay
made it clear he
to the most
is smitten with
feared pitchthe idea of playIf the Rangers can ing rotation
ing for the dein baseball.
secure both [Dar- However, affending American
League vish and Fielder] for ter a disapchampions.
pointing 9-10
Baseball
the future, expect season last
writer
Evan
Philato see a lot more year,
Grant
said
delphia chose
on the Dallas national attention not to offer
Morning News’
the righty arpaid to the teams’ bitration, and
SportsDay, “It’s
very, very clear
here we are.
rivalry with the
that [Texas] is
T e a m s
where [FieldPujols-led Angels. s u p p o s e d l y
er] wants to
showing inbe. We’re now
terested
in
in the second
the 159-caweek of January
reer-game
and he’s still sitting there un- winner are the Rangers, Red
signed. It appears that he and Sox and the Kansas City Roy[Fielder’s agent] Scott Boras als.
have been waiting all along
Texas will have their hands
for the Rangers to get their full — and their pockets empDarvish situation settled so ty — if deals with Fielder and
they could get down to brass Darvish go through, so don’t
tacks.”
expect Oswalt to return to the
There’s no chance that Lone Star State this season.
Fielder will get the 10-year The Red Sox are similarly not
deal that his slugging first willing to agree to terms on the
baseman counterpart — Albert contract that Oswalt is looking
Pujols — got, as Darvish will for. Given new General Manlikely come with a steep price ager Ben Cherington’s frugal
tag. It is realistic to expect a approach to this offseason,
contract for four or five years I wouldn’t count on the Sox
between the two parties.
making moves for him either.
If the Rangers can someThat leaves Kansas City as
how secure both players for the front-runner for the 36the relative future, expect to year-old’s services. Oswalt
see a lot more national atten- could be a potential bargain
tion paid to the teams’ rivalry for the Royals if they can get
with the Pujols-led Angels.
him for the one-year, $8 milSo who’s next?
lion deal he is supposedly askHow about AL East bi- ing for. Adding the three-time
cycle, Johnny Damon? After All Star would greatly improve
shocking Red Sox faithful by a starting rotation, which cursigning a four-year deal with rently features the career 60the hated Yankees in 2006, 58 Bruce Chen as their ace.
Damon enjoyed success as
That’s right: Bruce Chen.
Column

Basketball
from B6

defense, and Maine was able
to take advantage of that.”
Vermont shot 4-for-20 from
3-point range, lower than usual
for the Catamounts, according
to McBride.
“Normally we are a good 3point shooting team,” she said.
“We need a little more confidence. Today we just couldn’t
get into the shooting mode.”
Barron couldn’t help but
let out a “yee-haw” over the
PA system at Alfond Arena
immediately following the
Black Bears’ victory. He was
impressed with his team’s victory and hopes he can use this
as a building block for future
success.
“This is a big win for us in
a big game; hopefully this is
something we can build on,”
Barron said. “It was a tough
game for Vermont, coming off
an overtime loss to [the University of New Hampshire]

and the loss of [Buschmann].”
Baranowski was satisfied
after the game as well.
“It felt good. I was happy
to be at the line at the end as
opposed to the other side,” she
said, explaining how she could
end the game instead of fouling to stop the clock.
“It felt good offensively, we
got a lot of back-cuts, which is
something we’ve been working on, and it feels good to [execute the play],” she added.
Barron commented on how
his team played and looked
ahead to the future.
“We did a better job tonight
than all season of not turning the ball over,” he said.
“Not turning the ball over is
good. We did a decent job in
half-court defense, contesting shooters and making them
miss 3’s.”
The 4-14 (1-4 America East)
Black Bears hit the road to face
the University of Hartford on
Jan. 19. Their next home game
is against UNH on Jan. 25 at 6
p.m. in the Memorial Gym.
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A local boy with
big-time game
Lewiston native excelling
on UMaine’s power play

Men’s hockey (Fri.)
Women’s hockey (Sat.)
Men’s hockey (Sat.)

2 6
3 2
2 2

Merrimack
BU
Merrimack (OT)

Women’s hockey (Sun.) 5 2 BU
Men’s b-ball (Mon.) 65 79 Vermont
Women’s b-ball (Mon.) 70 60 Vermont

Previewing the NFL
conference finales

“This is a big win for us in a big game. Hopefully this is something we can build on.”

UMaine women’s basketball head coach Richard Barron

B5

Pats, ’Niners have best
chance to travel to Indy

B4

Black Bears to welcome No. 3 BC to Alfond
By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor

After winning seven of their
last eight games, including four
straight, the University of Maine
men’s hockey team hit the roughest patch of their schedule last
weekend.
And the difficulty isn’t about
to end anytime soon.
Opening last weekend’s series
with a 6-2 loss at Merrimack College on Friday, the Black Bears
followed that up with a 2-2 tie
— one that saw a potential gamewinning goal by the Black Bears
in overtime disallowed.
“The play in overtime was unfortunate,” said Tim Whitehead,
UMaine head coach. “We scored,
but it was after the whistle. The
referee was great. After he saw
it on video he knew he shouldn’t
have blown the whistle.”
Whitehead also admitted
some of his players may have had
a figurative hangover after their
win over the University of New
Hampshire at Fenway Park in
Boston on Jan. 7.
“We were aware of that, and
unfortunately that was probably
part of it,” Whitehead said. “We
were feeling great after Fenway
and it’s just human nature to have
trouble ratcheting that back up
again. We were upset with the
fact they couldn’t sustain that
emotional level.”
Big changes were made from
the first game against Merrimack
to the second.
The second, third and fourth
offensive lines were juggled, with
junior forward Adam Shemansky
and junior center Kyle Beattie
relegated to the fourth line with
freshman forward Andrew Cerretani.
Junior forward Matt Mangene
was joined on the second line
with sophomore forward Mark
Anthoine and freshman center
Stu Higgins. Sophomore forward
Jon Swavely was joined on the

Abbott, Flynn among
nominees for
Hobey Baker Hat Trick

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

The third-ranked power-play unit for the University of Maine men’s hockey team will face a tough challenge when they host the second-ranked penalty-kill unit of Boston College this weekend.

third line with freshmen Connor
Leen and John Parker.
Whitehead enjoyed how the
shuffled lines played and said
barring an issue arising in practice, they will stay that way.
“I liked the way the lineup
was; I don’t see a point in juggling it again,” he said. “We
may make one or two changes,
but as of now, I liked Saturday’s
lineup.”
After having failed to pick up
a victory against the No. 6 team in
the country, the Black Bears will
welcome No. 3 Boston College
this weekend before they travel to

Beantown to face No. 2 Boston
University.
“We’re looking forward to it,”
Whitehead said. “We’ve been attacking the schedule in four-game
blocks lately and this is game
three of the four-game block. We
lost the first one and then tied, so
we have a chance to bring it up
with these two games against BC.
We’re certainly not looking any
further than this weekend.”
The Black Bears lost two of
three against the Eagles last season but were able to pick up a
win when BC visited the Alfond
Arena. UMaine lost during their

lone visit to the Conte Forum this
season.
While many factors go into
deciding the outcome of a hockey
game, the two contests with BC
can be boiled down to one: special teams.
The Black Bears’ power play
is one of the strongest in the nation, scoring on over 28 percent
of their attempts. The Eagles are
second in the nation on the penalty kill, denying opponents on
over 89 percent of power plays,
including six short-handed goals.
See Hockey on B4

Spencer Abbott

Brian Flynn

The preliminary list for
the Hobey Baker Memorial
Award and the University of
Maine is well represented.
The Black Bears have
two of the 77 representatives, with senior center Brian Flynn and senior forward
Spencer Abbott making the
cut.
“It’s well deserved,” said
Tim Whitehead, UMaine
men’s hockey head coach.
“We nominated them both;
they’re equally strong in
their own way. It’s great to
know they’ve been recognized as potential candidates.
They’ve worked extremely
hard to improve from their
freshman year right through

this year and their success is
not an accident. They do all
the little things that help our
team win and they’re carrying more than their weight.”
Both Abbott and Flynn are
near the top of the country in
points. Abbott is second in
total points with 35 and first
in points per game at 1.67.
Flynn is sixth in total points
with 32 and first in Hockey
East competitions with 25.
Of the 77 athletes, 10 will
move on to the next round
after online voting and
coaching voting ends. The
top 10 advance to a selection
committee, which narrows it
down to three finalists and
then the winner.

To vote for Flynn or Abbott go to

http://www.hobeybakeraward.com/page/
show/441246-vote-for-hoby.
You can vote once a day.

UMaine women’s basketball halts Celtics off to slow
losing streak with win over UVM start; Rubio amazes
Baranowski nets 18 as Black Bears stop Catamounts for season’s 4th win
in early NBA season
By Joe Sturzl
Staff Reporter

The University of Maine
women’s basketball team
picked up their first conference
win of the season on Monday
night with a 70-60 victory over
the University of Vermont.
The Black Bears took advantage of the Catamounts
playing without their leading
scorer and rebounder Lauren
Buschmann and were able to
force turnovers on defense and
use back-screens to the basket
for most of the night.
Senior forward Samantha
Baranowski, sophomore guard
Ashleigh Roberts and senior
guard Brittany Williams led
the way on the offensive attack for UMaine, which shot
44 percent for the game and 68
percent from the foul line.
Baranowski led all scorers
with 18 points, going 4-for-6
shooting and 10-for-14 from
the foul line. Freshman guard
Courtney Anderson went a perfect 8-for-8 from the foul line
and finished with 10 points,
also leading the team in assists
with four.
After a slow start by
UMaine that included two
early turnovers, Vermont took
a 6-2 advantage with 17 minutes left in the first half when
UMaine head coach Richard
Barron called a timeout. Following the timeout, the Black
Bears went on a 4-minute, 8-0
run that put them up 12-6 with
just under 13 minutes to play.
Vermont freshman guard
Tierra Shumpert and freshman forward Kayla Burchill

hit consecutive 3-point shots
for the Catamounts during a
series of traded baskets to help
the them close the gap to 1816 with 9 and a half minutes
to go.
After foul shots by Williams and another Vermont 3,
the game was tied at 21. After
layups by Black Bears freshman guard Kelsey Mattice and

Catamounts junior guard Shanai Heber, the score was tied
at 23 with under 7 minutes to
play in the first half.
UMaine’s defense and rebounding stepped up, as it was
the last time Vermont scored a
field goal for over 10 minutes.
Maine finished the half on a
12-0 run that had them heading
to the locker room up 35-23.

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Senior forward Samantha Baranowski finished with a game-high
18 points in the Black Bears’ 70-60 win over the University of
Vermont.

Other than a free throw by
Vermont and a Baranowski layup in the opening minute, the
second half did not see a score
until Knight connected on a
layup with just under 16 minutes to play. Ten seconds later,
Vermont finally broke their
scoring drought when freshman forward Niki Taylor made
a layup.
UMaine continued to play
solid defense and control the
tempo as they kept the lead at
a comfortable level throughout
the second half. Every time
Vermont looked poised for a
comeback, UMaine answered
with a pair of quick baskets off
a steal or rebound.
UMaine didn’t let its lead
slip to less than nine points until the final minute, when Vermont fouled to stop the clock
for one last attempt at a comeback.
Catamounts coach Lori Gear
McBride said even though Vermont was missing their leader,
UMaine played hard and deserved credit for the win.
“[I] give Maine a lot of
credit,” McBride said. “They
stuck their free throws at the
end.
“Over the next couple of
weeks, we’re going to have
to look at different things and
prepare the players to be successful and overcome as a
committee the absence of Lauren,” McBride added, mentioning how the absence of
Buschmann affected the team.
“Lauren was our last line of
defense, she played tough post
See Basketball on B5

By Charlie Merritt

For The Maine Campus
With the lockout dragging
into the start of the regular season, the 2011-2012 NBA campaign may be different than any
season we have seen before.
Bad teams are getting unlikely
victories against top teams due
to vigorous schedules, which
leaves a team flying all over the
country to make three straight
road games in as many days.
Never has player rotation
been so important. Nothing has
been decided this early, but the
story lines of this 66-game season are already starting to take
shape.
It starts with Kobe Bean
Bryant. At age 33 and after
a 15-year career of constant
playing time, NBA pundits
meant no disrespect in saying it
was time for Bryant to pass the
torch. Bryant took that personally and now leads the league
in scoring at 30.8 per game, the
only player topping 30 points
early on.
And unlike last year, the
abundance in scoring isn’t hurting the team — the Lakers are
atop the Pacific division at 105. After scoring 40-plus points
in three straight games, Bryant
said, “Not bad for the seventh
best player in the league,” referring to the ESPN player rater. Don’t put that Jordan comparison to bed just yet.
The next story line stays in
L.A., as Andrew Bynum is finally living up to his potential.
After years of saying his poten-

tial was through the roof given
his giant 7-foot frame and skill
around the basket, Bynum is
finally healthy and showing
us what he can do. Averaging
17 points and 14 rebounds per
game, Bynum is doing it as efficiently as anyone not named
Dwight Howard at the center
position, which brings us to the
next story line.
After being the centerpiece
for the Magic since 2004,
Howard will be traded. Despite
the Magic being 10-3 and third
in the East, he wants out of Orlando.
The Lakers are the perfect
fit. The bizarre trade the Lakers
made sending Lamar Odom to
Dallas for a washing machine
was to clear space for Howard. Now that Bynum is finally
healthy and playing at such a
high level, the Magic are more
likely to accept the trade just
for Bynum.
Who knows if NBA commissioner David Stern will
forget to take his meds that day
and block another superstar going to L.A., but Howard will
be moved before the All-Star
break, which is held in Orlando.
On a side note, this could
make for quite an awkward
All-Star game as Howard may
be playing for a Western Conference team returning to Orlando. Howard listed the Nets,
Mavericks, Lakers and recently
the Clippers as teams he wants
to be traded to.
See NBA on B5

